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I once thought that 2020 would be the Year of Perfect Vision. I was 
wrong. Instead, humankind grapples with how to react, what to 
think, and where to find sense. Our world is anything but clear or 
comforting. We’re facing a global pandemic and its aftershocks, 
a situation perhaps obscured or outright muddied by reports of 
misinformation and altered news. Ominous signs along roadsides 
advise us to “stay home.” Many businesses had to close, at least 
temporarily, lengthening unemployment lines.

In Pittsburgh and many other cities across the country, these 
closures resulted in protests of armed business owners who didn’t 
agree with their Governor’s game plan. Wearing masks inside 
businesses seems to be a new norm. Large congregations of people 
aren’t yet allowed. And just when many businesses re-opened their 
doors as the virus supposedly subsided, protests erupted across the 
United States over systemic racism and police brutality. As a global 
tribe, Earthlings are recoiling, and it doesn’t feel like that’s about to 
change. 

The emotional fallout of these events, such as fear, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, anxiety, depression, or paranoia, add to an already 
mentally-emaciated humankind. Perhaps on the back burner of all 
of these stories is the fact that 2020 is an election year. Our current 
President has reported that the 2020 election will be the “scandal 
of our times,” a foreboding nod to even more chaos yet to come, 
perhaps capping off a conspiracy-riddled presidency. We can’t 
continue like this. 

I can’t predict what will happen come November, but I know that 
cannabis legalization is a mandatory issue. We’ve got enough 
madness on our plates to digest these days that it’s critical to finally 
put “Reefer Madness” in its grave through universal truths like logic, 
common sense, and science. All one really need to do is open their 
eyes and ears. Cannabis does the rest. 

There are few other available options that can assist our current 
global situation in divergent ways like cannabis. The plant, of 
course, provides medicine to millions of people, and yet, it is still 

a Schedule I drug on the federal level, devoid of proper medical 
acknowledgement. Despite being discovered nearly 30 years ago, 
doctors are just starting to learn about the endocannabinoid system. 
Couple that notion to the fact that cannabis is the main plant that we 
know of that provides supplemental cannabinoids to help keep us 
balanced, and it’s no wonder there can be conspiratorial accusations. 
Nevertheless, the movement of people recognizing the merit of 
cannabinoids and terpenes resembles a giant afghan that’s growing 
larger every day, snugly enveloping us.

Beyond the medicinal aspects, cannabis can provide infrastructure. 
Wonderfully, despite cannabis still being that Schedule I drug, 
industry businesses made the cut as ‘life-sustaining’ entities during 
the COVID-19 shutdown. With unemployment numbers soaring, 
adopting cannabis legalization legislation will create jobs across 
diverse disciplines, from constructing growhouses or designing 
compliant extraction facilities, to staffing and certifying analytical 
labs and ensuring there’s knowledgeable dispensary staff available 
to help educate the increasing throng of cannabis consumers. 

How many more states (and countries) need to free their constituents 
from the shackles of Reefer Madness before all the others recognize 
that they, too, can make this work? That cannabis isn’t a plant that 
incites drug-crazed, reckless abandon? We’re smarter than that, 
wouldn’t you say?

So, when the fall comes, Iet’s add at least three states to the medical 
cannabis list and at least one state saying ‘enough’s enough – we’re 
going rec.’ (Looking at you Pennsylvania.) And while we’re at it, let’s 
work on our state lawmakers to allow reciprocity for those patients 
visiting from other medical cannabis states. This way, we don’t have 
to risk federal punishment for taking the medicine that a real doctor 
recommended.

When the fall comes, let’s make the most of it, and press to 
accelerate the speed of change. While global harmony might seem 
far too utopic for the current chapter, we can help write (right) the 
script. 

By Jason S. Lupoi, Ph.D.

The Fall  
is Coming
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Analytical laboratories face more regulations than ever 
before as regulatory agencies amplify the number of analytes 
that must be reported while the levels of detection required 
decrease. Analytical laboratories pursue ‘good’ data and ‘true’ 
values. The reality is that true values are never absolute, as 
these are obtained by perfect and error-free measurements 
that, in reality, don’t exist. Instead, the expected, specified, or 
theoretical value becomes the accepted true value.  Analysts 
then compare the observed or measured values against that 
accepted true value to determine accuracy or ‘trueness’ of the 
data set. 

Often accuracy and precision are used in the same context 
when discussing data quality, but they are very different 
assessments of data. (Figure 1) Accuracy is the measurement 
of individual or groups of data points in relationship to the 
‘true’ value. It shows how close your data gets to the target.

Comparatively, precision is the measurement for how well 
the data points relate to each other. It’s the measure of how 
clustered the data points fall within the target range and is 
often expressed as a calculation of the standard deviation of 
the data set.  

Repeatability and reproducibility measure the quality of the 
data, method, or instrumentation by examining the precision 
under the same (minimal difference) or different (maximal 
difference) test conditions. Repeatability (or test-retest 
reliability) is the measurement of variation that arises when all 
of the measurement conditions are kept constant, such as the 
location, procedure, operator, or instrument, under identical 
conditions in repetition over a short period of time. Several 
standards organizations such as ASTM International define 
the parameters of repeatability, intermediate precision, and 

reproducibility in order to create and publish test methods 
(Table 1). [1,2]

Reproducibility is the measurement of variation that arises in 
the same measurement process across different conditions, 
such as location, operator, or instruments, and over long 
periods of time. 

Estimating Error
The most common misconception regarding analytical data 
revolves around the concepts of error and uncertainty. In 
general, an error is a deviation or difference between the 
estimated or measured value and the true, specified, or 
theoretically correct value. If accuracy is the measurement 
of the difference between a result and a ‘true’ value, then 
error is the actual difference or the cause of the difference. 
The estimation of error can be calculated in two ways: as an 
absolute or relative error. Absolute errors are expressed in the 
same units as the data set and relative errors are expressed as 
ratios, such as percent, fractions, etc.  

Absolute accuracy error (E
abs) is the true value (Xt) subtracted 

from an observed value (Xo) and is expressed in the same 
units as the data. For example, if a stated expected true value 
of an analysis is 5 parts per million (ppm) but the resulting 
value is 6 ppm, then the absolute error for that data point is 1 
ppm. Relative accuracy error (Erel) is the true value subtracted 
from the observed value, and the result is divided by the true 
value. 

Errors in precision data are often calculated as some variation 
of the standard deviation of the data set. An absolute 
precision error calculation is based on either the standard 
deviation of a data set or values taken from a plotted curve. 

By Patricia Atkins, SPEX CertiPrep

Stats 101: Understanding  
Accuracy, Precision,  
Error, and Uncertainty 
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A relative precision error is traditionally expressed as relative 
standard deviation (RSD) or the coefficient of variance (CV or 
%RSD) of the data set. (Table 2)

Systematic (or determinate) errors are introduced 
inaccuracies from the measurement process or analytical 
system. Systematic errors arise from the analyst, apparatus, 
environment, method, or procedure. Systematic errors can 
often be reduced or eliminated. In cases where systematic 
errors lead to a trend higher or lower than the ‘true’ value, 
the difference is a bias. A positive bias creates a trend where 
results are high, while a negative bias displays results lower 
than the expected value.  

Random (or indeterminate) errors lead to measured values 
that are inconsistent with repeated measurements. These 
errors arise from random fluctuations and variances in the 
measured quantities and occur even in tightly controlled 
analysis systems or conditions. It’s not possible to eliminate 
all sources of random error; however, they can be minimized 
by experimental or method design.  

Precision is a measure of statistical variability in the 
description of random errors. Accuracy is the description 
of systematic errors and is a measure of statistical bias that 

causes a difference between a result and the ‘true’ value 
(trueness). An ideal measurement method, procedure, 
experiment, or instrument is both accurate and precise with 
measurements that are all close to and clustered around the 
target or ‘true’ value.  

Error or Uncertainty
Error and uncertainty are often mistakenly used 
interchangeably. Error is deviation from an expected result 
or process due to a random or systematic event. It can be 
adjusted for but is not a result of a calculation. Uncertainty is 
the estimate attached to a certified value that characterizes 
the range of values where the ‘true value’ lies within a stated 
confidence level.  

Uncertainty can encompass random effects such as changes 
in temperature, humidity, drift accounted for by corrections, 
and variability in performance of an instrument or analyst. 
Uncertainty also includes contributions from within- and 
between-unit homogeneity, changes due to storage and 
transportation conditions, and any uncertainties arising from 
the manufacturing or testing of the reference material.

There are two basic classifications for types of uncertainty: 
type A and type B. Type A uncertainty is associated with 

 Absolute Relative
Accuracy Eabs=Xo-Xt Erel = Xo-Xt/Xt

Precision σ of data set or value taken from a curve RSD or CV of data set

Table 2.  Accuracy and precision for absolute and relative errors

High Accuracy,  
Low Precision

High Precision,  
Low Accuracy

Low Accuracy, 
Low Precision

High Accuracy, 
High Precision

 Repeatability Intermediate Precision Reproducibility
Laboratory Same Same Different
Operator Same Different Different

Apparatus Same
Same in type or actual 

apparatus
Different

Time between 
replicates

Less than a day Multiple days Not specified

Table 1.  Conditions for precision

Figure 1.  Representations of accuracy and precision
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repeated measurements and the statistical analysis of the 
series of observations. This type is calculated from the 
measurement’s standard deviation divided by the square root 
of the number of replicates.  

Type B uncertainty is based on scientific judgement made 
from previous experience and manufacturer’s specifications. 
Normal distribution is used when an estimate is made 
from repeated observations of a randomly varying process 
and an uncertainty is associated with a certain confidence 
interval. This type of uncertainty distribution is often found 
in a calibration certificate with a stated confidence level. 
Reference material providers accredited by ISO 17025 and 
ISO 17034 provide certificates using combined and expanded 
uncertainties within a normal distribution. These certificates 
contain stated values and the uncertainty associated with 
that value, as well as the contributions to those uncertainties. 
(Figure 2)

Type B uncertainties are usually rectangular, triangle, or 
normal. Rectangular uncertainties are calculated when a 
certificate doesn’t give a confidence interval, while triangle 
uncertainties are used in situations with volumetric glassware 
where the actual values are close to the target value. Normal 
uncertainties are used when an estimate is made from 
repeated observations.

10 TERPENES & TESTING Figure 2.  Basic types of uncertainty
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In estimating uncertainty, each aspect of measurement 
and process must be included in the equation. Analysts 
must determine exactly what is being measured, outline 
the process, identify the sources of uncertainty, and then 
estimate the uncertainty from each source. Once all sources 
of uncertainty are calculated, these source uncertainties are 
combined and expanded to encompass the process.

For example, if you’re making a standard and you want to 
determine the final concentration, every step of making that 
standard, from raw material purity to the uncertainty of the 
glassware used, must be outlined and calculated before 
calculating the final uncertainty. (Figure 3)

Conclusions
The goal of laboratories is to provide a true answer or an 
accurate result. Sometimes that result is the best estimate 
or best calculation in a series or set of results that can 
be defended with statistics that account and reduce the 
impact of errors and provide for the uncertainties. A 
basic understanding of these statistics is important in 
understanding and interpreting data. These calculations allow 
the lab to track down and eliminate error when it manifests or 
account for error in their results so that the data presented is 
the best possible representation of actual values.

Figure 3. Basic example of elements in calculating uncertainty for a process to create a standard. Each uncertainty is separately 
calculated from the starting material purity through the balance uncertainty, volumetrics, solvent purity, etc. Then, the 
uncertainties are combined for an overall process uncertainty.
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Cannabis is a well-known medicinal plant and the world’s 
most prevalently used illicit drug dating back to ancient times 
across many cultures. Cannabis in the United States, along 
with its botanical extract, was used for medicinal purposes in 
and prior to the early 19th century. Widespread use came to a 
halt in 1937 when the “War on Drugs” campaign was started, 
which truly was a “War on New Americans and Their Cultural 
Practices” exploiting the fear amongst Americans regarding 
Mexican immigrants and false claims provided by the media. 

California was the first state to legalize medical cannabis in 
1996. This initial pilot program thereby ended the state’s 
prohibition by allowing cannabis cultivation, production, and 
distribution to thousands of patients looking for an alternative 
to traditional pharmaceutical drugs. Since then, multiple 
states have followed suit and some have moved into adult 
use regulations. One large piece of this emerging transitional 
market is the analytical testing support to the industry. 

Analytical testing of cannabis products is expanding rapidly, 
yet also playing catch up to an industry seemingly moving 
at the speed of light. There have been inconsistent methods, 
laboratories falsifying certificates of analysis (CoAs) and an 
overall lack in technical experts to guide sample preparation 
techniques and method development. With every state 
regulating their cannabis programs differently, there’s been 
substantial impact to analytical testing protocols, prompting 
the need for an accreditation and international standard.

ISO Accreditation and Why It’s Important 
ISO/IEC stands for the International Organization of 
Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission. The 
ISO develops specifications for products, services, systems, and 
procedures by which they can measure their level of excellence. 
The purpose of standardization is to streamline production in 

the varying industries, to ensure the consistency and safety of 
products, and to promote global collaboration and compatibility. 
The specific standard for analytical testing and laboratories from 
all industries is ISO/IEC 17025. When a laboratory achieves 
an ISO 17025 certification, it demonstrates the laboratory’s 
competency in method analysis and ability to produce accurate 
and reproducible results. [1] However, this testing certification 
proves to be repeatedly accurate for the more developed and 
evolved sample matrices such as flower and oils. Intricate 
cannabis-infused products, such as alcohol tinctures, vape 
cartridge formulas, and edibles, pose more challenges for 
analytical testing since variations of sample matrices and 
formulations are so complex, requiring the testing industry to 
develop methods that are more robust, consistent, and accurate.

Nuances of Final Good Sample Matrices
A sample matrix is comprised of components that are not 
the analytes of interest. Analytes are the active ingredients 
in cannabis plants, formulations, and products such 
as cannabinoids and terpenes. Many manufacturers of 
cannabinoid-rich products also operate in-house laboratories 
for quality control and assurance. Unfortunately, there is a 
lack of knowledge and experience in developing repeatable 
methods to analyze different compounds in multiple matrices. 

When a third-party laboratory obtains ISO certification for 
“edibles,” this blanket statement is worrisome. From my 
experience, the most developed methods of analysis are 
specifically for gummy products and hard candies. There 
has been significant development for chocolate matrices; 
however, this matrix has been difficult due to the matrix 
effects it can produce on the instrument response. [2] Matrix 
effects alter the ionization of target analytes, causing the 
measurement to be enhanced (high bias) or suppressed 
(low bias). Difficult matrices such as chocolate, olive oil, and 

By Alisia Ratliff, Victus Capital Ventures

ISO Accreditation and the  
Nuances of Testing Cannabis  
Matrices and Formulations
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grains can bias an instrument response as either high or low, 
resulting in inaccurate assessments of concentration. In this 
case, traditional calibration and standardization efforts need 
to be modified to accommodate the matrix. 

Another factor that can affect potency concentration is use of 
full- or broad-spectrum extracts for infusion. Concentrations 
of minor cannabinoids present in these extracts can interfere 
with the accuracy of the target major cannabinoid content in a 
formulation. The intensity of the instrument response would then 
be influenced by the existence of these other analytes. Isolated 
cannabinoids are expected to yield more accurate instrument 
results. Therefore, using a distillate or isolate can promote a 
more accurate formulation and success in measuring potency.

Due to these nuances in sample types, a producer with an 
in-house quality laboratory should carefully evaluate their 
third-party laboratory on qualifications beyond the commonly 
used tagline, “We are an ISO Accredited Laboratory.” I have 
seen many licensed cannabis product manufacturers make 
the mistake of choosing a third-party laboratory solely on 
the certifications they hold and not looking closer into the 
competency of their staff, robustness of their instrumentation, 
and accuracy of their methods. 

Tips for Appropriate Analysis and ISO Certification
The goal of this article is not to point out gaps within the 
emerging cannabis industry but, rather, to guide producers 
and third-party testing labs to better understand how to 
properly standardize methods of analysis and cross-check 
their partner laboratory. 

For Cannabis Product Manufacturers:
1) Build out an in-house quality laboratory that includes 
at least high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
for potency analysis and perhaps a gas chromatography 
platform for residual solvents and terpenes.
2) Start the vetting process of your potential lab partner 
during the planning and design phase of your in-house 
laboratory.

3) Procure equipment from the same manufacturer as your 
lab partner, if possible. It’s not a necessity to operate the 
same equipment but it is preferred, as it gives the producer 
the ability to compare apples to apples with analysis.
4) Run the same methods for sample preparation and 
instrument analysis to decrease the chance for variance.
5) Run proficiency test standards on ALL intended matrices 
that will be tested for potency, terpenes, etc.

For Third-Party Analytical Testing Laboratories:
1) Allow partner manufacturers to audit your facility and 
standard operating procedures with their qualified scientific staff.
2) Share sample preparation and instrument procedures to 
ensure coherence between labs.
3) When applying to achieve ISO 17025 certification 
for your laboratory, consider the matrices you will be 
frequently testing and certify each method for each matrix.  
4) If you encounter a matrix you haven’t run before:

a) Run a series of method development tests 
establishing the appropriate limits of detection, 
quantitation and matrix effects.
b) If there are significant matrix effects, consider running 
those samples with a modified calibration profile to 
account for this effect or account for them in your 
calculations.
c) Use second source calibration standards and run 
proficiency tests to validate all methods on all matrices.
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By Roxanne Franckowski, Cayman Chemical

Certified Reference Materials  
for the Cannabis Industry:  
Solving the Production Puzzle

As the manager of ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) Quality for Cayman Chemical, I have 
the privilege to engage with fellow scientists at scientific 
meetings and networking events. Prior to my current role as 
a Reference Material Producer (RMP), I worked as a chemist 
in the environmental and forensic fields. The common thread 
throughout each of these experiences is the need for certified 
reference materials (CRMs) to ensure the quality of testing 
and accuracy of measurements.

As more analytical laboratories involved in cannabis testing 
fall under regulatory and/or accreditation requirements, 
they too are expected to utilize CRMs when available. For 
readers that may be unfamiliar with CRMs, the best definition 
of a CRM is defined by ISO as a material that is sufficiently 
homogeneous, stable, and characterized using metrologically 
valid procedures, and is fit for its intended use. [1] CRMs 
are accompanied by a certificate that provides the value of 
the measured property, the associated uncertainty, and a 
statement of metrological traceability. RMPs accredited under 
ISO 17034 standards are responsible for project planning, 
management, and assigning property values and associated 
uncertainties to ensure that CRMs meet these criteria. [2] 

CRMs are ideal for analyses requiring accurate, quantitative 
measurements. If the purpose of the experiment is qualitative 
in nature, it is possible a Reference Material (RM) could be a 
better fit. An RM is still manufactured under ISO 17034, but 
it’s not accompanied by a certificate with an uncertainty value 
or metrologically traceable to an SI unit (International System 
of Units) of measurement (e.g., kilogram).

Two questions frequently heard from our customers are: how 
do you choose which compounds to make into CRMs and how 
long does it take to make a CRM?

Selecting a material and creating a production plan for a 
CRM is like solving a jigsaw puzzle. The time it takes to 
complete the puzzle is dependent on the complexity. Just 
as there are strategies used when putting a jigsaw puzzle 
together, such as using the picture on the box as a guide, 
there are strategies we follow to complete the CRM design. 
To determine the best strategy, several production steps are 
considered.  

A common tactic is to first find the corner pieces when 
solving a jigsaw puzzle and build from there. Selecting a 
material to elevate to a CRM is how we begin to complete this 
puzzle. With numerous compounds to choose from, how do 
we prioritize? Prioritization decisions are based on the needs 
of the industries we serve. We can make such determinations 
by reviewing relevant literature and understanding our 
customers’ needs. Therefore, the most influential factor is 
customer engagement and feedback. 

Once we’ve identified a candidate material, the purpose, 
specifications, and testing acceptance criteria of the CRM 
are defined and documented. Just as the edge pieces create 
a border for a jigsaw puzzle, this documentation creates 
the parameters crucial for maintaining consistency between 
batches. Once the border is set, the rest of the puzzle can 
be completed. Drawing upon prior knowledge, we can save 
time (and headaches) in identifying potential problems, 
including analyte incompatibility and/or stability issues, before 
producing and testing the CRM.

CRMs for cannabis testing laboratories may be provided as 
solutions at mg/mL or µg/mL concentrations in a solvent, 
such as methanol or acetonitrile. CRMs are often prepared 
in solution. These pre-made solutions offer two advantages: 
ease of use in laboratories, saving time and effort, and the 
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elimination of regulatory restrictions related to the distribution 
and storage of these items in certain countries. A neat 
material is made into a CRM after a thorough verification 
of the identity and overall purity by several orthogonal 
techniques. These assessments are used to fully characterize 
and determine the certified concentration of the resulting 
CRM.

In our experience, CRM concentrations tend to be higher than 
the concentration the customer requires for their analysis, 
which may require manipulation by the customer prior to use. 
The RMP utilizing similar instrumentation as their customer 
base is ideal but not required, as the analytical methods used 
to qualify the CRM may be different than customers’ methods. 
Under the ISO 17034 standard, analytical testing for CRMs 
must meet the ISO/IEC 17025 standard. [3] Some RMPs have 
both ISO 17034 and ISO/IEC 17025 accreditations, while some 
are only accredited under ISO 17034. Having or not having 
both accreditations does not indicate that an RMP is better or 
worse than the next. Rather, what is important is that the RMP 
is ISO 17034 accredited. Products produced solely under ISO/
IEC 17025 accreditation are not recognized as CRMs.   

Whether it’s in solution or neat, RMPs must establish 
homogeneity, stability, and metrological traceability of the 
CRMs in the primary packaging that has direct contact with 
the material, so it’s important that an appropriate container 
is selected for long-term storage. Our CRMs are packaged 
in amber, heat-sealed ampules purged with an inert gas to 
maximize shelf life.

Diluents are carefully considered since solvent choice is 
critical to the overall accuracy and stability of the CRM. An 
incompatible solvent will negatively impact the CRM. For 
example, if the neat material is not fully soluble or precipitates 
out over time, then the CRM will not be sufficiently 
homogeneous. If the solvent is too acidic, this could cause 
steep degradation of the material, impacting the stability. 
Compound incompatibilities within multi-component mixtures 
need additional evaluation. For instance, single-component 
CRMs may show stability for several years. However, when 
placed in a multi-component solution, interactions between 
the components may cause accelerated degradation and 
render components in the solution inaccurate.

One of the defined criteria for a CRM is that it must be 
sufficiently stable. This is realized through a series of 
short-term (accelerated) and long-term (real-time) stability 
tests. The stability studies may be evaluated at different 
temperatures to provide the optimal shipping and storage 
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temperatures. If the stability study shows degradation of a 
material under ambient conditions over a two-week period, 
then shipping on cold packs or dry ice may be required. 
Stability assessments are only one time-consuming part of 
the puzzle. The analytical sections of the CRM puzzle require 
considerable instrumentation and analyst time for the RMP 
lab, each contributing to the length of the manufacturing 
process.

The complete picture is accomplished when all puzzle pieces 
fall into place. By nurturing good collaborative customer 
relationships, we can select materials and design CRMs that 
are relevant to the customer. The complexity of the CRM 
puzzle is defined by the production considerations discussed. 
If all of the components and metrologically validated analytical 
methods are available and stability is understood, the time 
to complete a CRM can be as short as a couple of weeks. 
Conversely, it could be several months in the case of novel, 
complex multi-component mixtures since more research and 

development is required. Sometimes the plan we start with 
does not work and the strategy needs some adjustments. In 
some instances, the stability of a solution has caused us to 
rethink the design of some CRMs. After all production, testing, 
and stability pieces are in place, a highly qualified CRM is 
manufactured meeting the customer’s intended use. 
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Many species of angiosperms are important to humans. 
Humans throughout history have sourced or cultivated many 
of our valuable industrial, medical, and societal novelties 
from diverse families of plants. There are few, however, 
that have had such an impact on humanity than that of the 
Cannabaceae family, which gifts us hops (Humulus spp.) and 
cannabis.

Offensive propaganda and failed declarations such as 
the “War on Drugs” [1] and “Reefer Madness” ultimately 
marginalized and incarcerated many citizens over cannabis. 
Prohibition of hops in England [2] exemplifies legislation that 
affected the Humulus crop on both sides of the Atlantic, while 
creating a counterculture fueled by cultivation of the family 

Cannabaceae. Although the relationship between humans and 
Cannabis spp. predates that of Humulus spp. by thousands 
of years [3], both followed similar paths into their own little 
reigns in society.

The historical relevance of Cannabaceae, considering the 
current global pandemic, may cause an influx of new interest, 
bringing these crafts back into the home farm where they 
began. This prospect for some may have been too arduous 
a task but now as the world has downshifted, the time might 
be more favorable. Do-it-yourself gardens have begun to 
pop up with higher frequency now that people are staying at 
home; assuredly, cultivating legal forms of cannabis will have 
a place on some to-do lists.  

By Bryant Jones, University of Minnesota, Plant Sciences,  
with contribution by Joshua Havill, University of Minnesota,  
Department of Plant and Microbial Biology

Cultivating with Cannabaceae: 
Cannabis and Hops
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The unique species belonging to the Cannabaceae family are 
prized for their capability to produce numerous secondary 
metabolites like terpenoids. Hops produce alpha- and beta-
acids, along with an array of other compounds, such as 
myrcene, farnesene, geraniol, caryophyllene, linalool, pinene, 
and limonene. Cannabis spp. produces a diverse spectrum of 
aromas thanks to modern breeding, from combinations like 
GMO (Garlic Mushroom Onion) to the overall terpene profile 
of wedding cake.

So, where does one begin? Whether cultivating Cannabis 
spp. or Humulus spp., the process starts with the selection 
of cultivars and preferred methods of propagation.  
Horticulturally, cannabis is only identified by sativa or 
indica when differentiating between industrial cannabidiol 
(CBD)-dominant types (sativa), while drug-type, 
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-dominant types are referred 
to as indica. Furthermore, when planning for your personal 
garden, even less consideration should be given to this 
differentiation as growth habits can be “taught” to the crop 
by including different cropping methods.  

For example, flowering that utilizes a defoliation cropping 
technique, a process where larger leaves connected to 
petioles are removed to increase light penetration to the 
more shaded, lower plant regions, is performed mainly to 
increase flower size or yield. This relatively simple process 
will “train” a plant to behave differently than it would if left to 
natural events. 

Another option for cropping, commonly known as “topping,” 
involves the removal of the apical meristem (node and 
internode) to promote dominance of auxiliary nodes, 

thereby increasing overall plant density. This process can be 
performed earlier in propagation during the vegetative phase. 
Premeditated cropping can also be useful in planning out a 
smaller garden where your Cannabaceae plants may shade 
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out other plants. Utilizing a “low-stress-training” method, the 
plant is ultimately encouraged to grow low to the ground and 
branch laterally, allowing sunlight into your plot.

Hop cultivars have been developed to meet two primary 
demands in the brewing industry – those that have the 
capacity to bitter beer and those that have favorable flavors 
and aromas. Sometimes, they can be combined to have both 
flavor/aroma and some bittering capacity but often they tend 
to fall out as one or the other. Though most hops grown for 
beer don’t meet maximum yield outputs until approximately 
the third year of growth, there are cultivars that produce in 
their first year. Due to the returning nature of this perennial, 
your choice in cultivar will be a long-term relationship. 
Setting bines which have an abundant yield requires patience, 
but some brewing techniques for small batches call for about 
an ounce of fresh hop cones. [4]  

To ensure a lasting home cultivation, take time to plan your 
desired method of propagation. To further assist in this, see 
the succinct flowchart that encompasses breeding routes and 
commonly encountered barriers involved with Cannabaceae 
breeding in Figure 1. 

In small or large populations, methods of propagation will 
affect genetic characteristics. Allele (genetic trait) changes 
and the combination of dominant and recessive traits in an 
individual (genotype) are influenced by many factors that 
you, as the gardener, should be aware of whether starting 
from seeds or clones. 

Selection: the process of the gardener choosing plants with 
desired traits for breeding, causing differences in fertility and 
viability

Figure 1. Common practice in commercial cultivation utilizes the asexually propagated path.  
However, to develop uniqueness in plants, seed propagation is necessary. 

Heterosis - The tendancy of a crossbred individual to show qualities superior to both parents
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Mutations: where alleles spontaneously change to their 
recessive counterparts

Non-Random Mating: affects the combination of traits in your 
population, not the types or frequency of traits expressed

Drift: in a small population – a plant that perishes will affect 
the availability of those genotypes in later generations

Although there are other factors, these could be most 
pertinent for a home garden. The sum of these factors is 
part of a larger principle known as the Hardy-Weinberg 
Equilibrium [5], a method to quantify any population’s genetic 
and physical traits. Breeding heirloom genetics created the 
Cannabaceae family in society as we know it, and modern 
legalization made this process high tech. With the current 
state of our union and availability of time, now may be the 
perfect time for a nostalgic approach.
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Microbial contamination on cannabis products remains 
one of the most significant threats to cannabis consumers, 
particularly immunocompromised patients who could develop 
harmful infections. 

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) methods have 
become the preferred microbial safety testing method in the 
cannabis industry because they are precise and sensitive 
enough to detect and quantify specific microbial targets at 
low concentrations. In fact, the United States Pharmacopeia 
recently published a peer-reviewed article that states qPCR 
tests are “by far the most sensitive” method for detecting 
pathogenic species of Aspergillus. [1]

However, one common objection to using qPCR for microbial 
testing is the fact that the method does not distinguish 
between live and dead organisms. 

How qPCR Works
qPCR assays amplify a segment of DNA (deoxyribonucleic 
acid) to create exact copies in an abundance that allows for 
further analyses. 

Each qPCR assay contains short DNA sequences called 
primers which bind to either end of the target sequence and 
create a complementary strand. The primers are so specific 
that they will only bind to DNA that’s a perfect match. Even 
a single DNA base difference will prevent the primers from 
binding. This amplification process is carried out exponentially 
over a series of heating and cooling cycles. 

The Live-Dead Problem
Many critics falsely assume that because qPCR does not 
exclude non-viable DNA, then it will fail more material than 
culture-based methods when it comes to threshold tests, such 
as Total Yeast and Mold and Total Aerobic Count. This would 
mean growers could not use sterilization techniques to wipe 
out microbial contamination. After all, sterilization kills the 
microbes but doesn’t eliminate the DNA. 

However, scientists, including the team at Medicinal Genomics, 
have developed techniques to solve the live-dead problem. 
Generally, these solutions fall into two categories: before-after 
culture qPCR and live-dead qPCR. 

Before-After Incubation qPCR
The simplest solution to the live-dead problem is to perform 
two qPCR runs: one with a short incubation period and one 
without. If the microbes are living, they should replicate their 
genomes in 20 minutes to 4 hours. Therefore, qPCR results 
post-incubation would show growth. This method is often 
referred to as before-after incubation qPCR.

Most labs that employ this technique only perform the 
second qPCR when samples fail. As a result, the second 
qPCR run only needs to be performed on 10-20% of the 
samples tested. Live-dead qPCR methods use reagents or 
dyes to eliminate free DNA or make it so the PCR primers can’t 
amplify it. 

Intercalating Dyes
Intercalating dyes (or membrane impermeable dyes) can be 
added to samples to cross-link DNA, making it so PCR primers 
cannot amplify it. In theory, these dyes cannot traverse the cell 
membrane of a viable microbe, so they will only crosslink the 
free DNA from dead organisms. As a result, dead DNA cannot 
contribute to a qPCR signal. Propidium monoazide (PMA), is 
a common dye used for this and it requires ultraviolet light to 
cross-link the DNA.

However, the intercalating dye’s ability to traverse the cell 
wall is very organism dependent because cell membranes 
are often loaded with cellular transport receptors. As a result, 
there is no method for using an intercalating dye on an entire 
genera like “Total Yeast and Mold”. Most examples in the 
literature appear to be highly optimized for a single organism. 
Furthermore, dyes are expensive, usually teratogens, and 
hazardous. 

By Ben Amirault, Medicinal Genomics

Solving qPCR’s  
Live-Dead Problem
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Grim Reefer
The Medicinal Genomics team developed the Grim Reefer Free 
DNA removal kit, an enzyme-based solution that eliminates 
free DNA contained in a sample by simply adding an enzyme 
and buffer and incubating for 10 minutes. After the incubation, 
lysis buffer is added which instantaneously inactivates the 
Grim Reefer enzyme, so it does not continue to eliminate DNA 
when viable cells are lysed. 

Similar to the pre- and post-PCR method, labs can use Grim 
Reefer to treat samples that fail a threshold test. If the results 
of the Grim Reefer treated are similar to the original, then the 
organisms were viable. If the results shift significantly, then the 
original result was likely inflated by DNA from dead microbes. 
Labs may also choose to use Grim Reefer on all samples as 
part of their DNA purification process.

There are other enzyme-based free DNA removal kits on the 
market. However, users must heat the sample at 95°C for 15 
minutes to inactivate the enzyme. That temperature will also 
lyse live cells, which means the enzyme can consume DNA 
from lysed, viable cells before it is inactivated.  

Putting Grim Reefer to the Test
First, a hemp sample was inoculated with live Escherichia coli 
in tryptic soy broth (TSB). The resulting TSB was then split into 
two sets of six tubes. Next, Salmonella DNA (non-viable) was 
spiked into both sets of tubes at six different levels: 

1 = 402,000 copies 
2 = 804,000 copies 
3 = 2,010,000 copies 
4 = 4,020,000 copies 
5 = 6,030,000 copies 
6 = 8,040,000 copies 

One set of six tubes was treated with the Grim Reefer enzyme, 
buffer, and positive control (Grim Reefer Method). The other 
six tubes were not (Original Method).

The goal of the experiment was to test the following 
hypotheses: 

E. coli results for the Grim Reefer Method group will be like 
the Original Method group, showing the enzyme does not 
consume viable DNA
Free Salmonella DNA will not be detected for the Grim 
Reefer Method group until the amount of free DNA exhausts 
the enzyme 
The positive control results for the Grim Reefer Method 
group will be like the Original Method group, showing the 
lysis buffer properly deactivates the enzyme. 
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The results showed no statistically significant difference 
between the E. coli results of the Grim Reefer Method (average 
Cq = 29.60) and the Original Method (average Cq = 29.9), with 
a p-value (0.0618) greater than 0.05. (Figure 1) The result is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the Grim Reefer method 
does not interfere with DNA from live cells. 

The Salmonella results show that the Grim Reefer method can 
consistently deactivate 4.02 million copies of free DNA or less. 
(Figure 2) The results also show that the Grim Reefer method 
is exclusive of free DNA if free DNA ≤ 4.02 million copies. A 
10-fold dilution is represented by a 3.3 Ct shift. For the 6.03 
million copies, there was an approximate 12.93 Ct shift which 
is about a 7,500-fold reduction.

The Grim Reefer positive control results show that there is 
no statistically significant difference between the Grim Reefer 
method (average Cq = 27.18) and the original method (average 
Cq = 27.42) with a p-value (0.161) greater than 0.05. (Figure 3) 
The result is consistent with the hypothesis that the Grim Reefer 
enzyme is no longer digesting free DNA after incubation at 37°C 
for 10 minutes. The internal hemp/cannabis control results show 
that there is statistically significant less hemp DNA detected 
with the Grim Reefer method (average Cq = 28.80) than the 
Original Method (average Cq = 24.70) where the p-value = 2.45 
x 10-25. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that only 
hemp DNA inside viable cells is detected with the Grim Reefer 
method. 

Two Types of Microbial Tests 
Most regulators in the United States and Canada require third-
party labs to test cannabis products for certain microbes. The 
targets the regulators set can vary widely, but they generally 
fall into two categories. 

Presence-Absence: Microbial targets that are not allowed on 
cannabis samples in any concentration. Examples: Pathogenic 
Aspergillus (A. flavus, A. fumigatus, A. niger, A. terreus), 
Salmonella, E. coli, and shiga toxin producing E. coli (STEC).

Threshold: Microbial targets that are allowed on cannabis 
samples if they are under a certain concentration. Examples: 
Aerobic bacteria, yeast and mold, coliforms, bile-tolerant 
gram-negative bacteria. 
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By Robbie Batts, InSpire Transpiration Solutions

Tips to Maximize  
Cultivation Yields in  
Your Commercial  
Grow Room

As the legal cannabis industry continues 
to mature, the rules, guidelines, and 
best practices for commercial cultivators 
are still evolving. When you combine 
the costs of construction, equipment, 
and everyday operating expenses, it’s 
critical that your operation implements 
strategies to maximize every crop 
cycle to find success. Cultivators 
must understand the complex, living 
ecosystem that makes up a grow room 
and take appropriate steps to create 
an environment that maximizes plant 
vitality. Even with the highest quality 
plant genetics, an incorrectly designed 
grow room can result in lower quality 
products — products that won’t pass 
testing requirements — or even crop 
loss. 

Outdoor grows are susceptible to 
Mother Nature’s unpredictable changes, 
but the principal benefit of indoor 
grow rooms is stable environmental 
control. Factors such as plant growth 
stage, employee movement around 
the building, and other situations can 
cause the temperature and humidity of 
your indoor operation to fluctuate. A 
precise level of environmental control 

can have a dramatic impact on the 
health, quality, and yield of your grow. 
The environmental control capabilities 
of an indoor grow operation allow 
cultivators to turn seasonal harvests 
into year-round crops, but only with the 
right systems in place to keep things 
stable. We’ve been in grow rooms with 
such limited environmental control 
capabilities that the grower might have 
been better off growing outside! 

Start Out on the Right Foot: 
Comprehensive Design Will  
Lead to Success
To design a successful grow room, you 
must understand how each step in the 
process, and each selected piece of 
equipment, impacts the performance 
of your entire operation. Every decision 
is interrelated and affects the bigger 
picture. Whether you’re starting from 
scratch or retrofitting an existing 
building, the best commercial grow 
room designs balance upfront costs 
with long-term operating expenses. 
Build a team of professionals 
experienced in the cannabis industry 
and engage them early in the process.
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Lighting system selection is a great 
example of taking a holistic approach 
to the facility design process. The 
lighting system you choose — like HID 
(high-intensity discharge) or LED (light-
emitting diode) lights — can dramatically 
influence the amount of heat generated 
in your grow room, which has a direct 
impact on your plants and your electricity 
expenses. In turn, your lighting selection 
will also significantly affect the amount 
of air conditioning capacity you’ll need to 
displace the heat from your lights and is 
a big factor in the vapor pressure deficit 
(VPD) for your plants. 

Maximizing yields is a byproduct of 
harmony of design. In maximizing 
the plants’ photosynthetic rate, you 
will want to simultaneously maximize 
carbon dioxide (CO2) absorption. If you 
want to maximize nutrient uptake, you 
need to maximize transpiration through 
precise control of temperature and 
humidity. Your environmental control 
systems from cultivation to curing 
are how you put a signature spin on a 
cultivar that may otherwise not stand 
out in the marketplace — this will 
directly impact your brand. 

Understand the Importance  
of Right-Sizing Your Systems
Ensuring you have the right systems 
to meet your business goals has a 
dramatic impact on your product and 
bottom line. There is no “one size 
fits all” approach when it comes to 
your cultivation facility — what you 
have done in the past may not be the 
right move now and what worked for 
another operation might not be the 
best choice for your business. Trust 
experienced professionals to help find 
the right balance between upfront 
investment, system performance, and 
long-term operating expenses to meet 
your production goals.

Heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems are 
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important, as they directly and indirectly impact every 
parameter of your grow room. Finding a system that is the 
right size, cost, and performance level for your unique needs 
is paramount. Something as simple as adding extra plants to 
your grow room can change your HVAC needs. 

Environmental Control Must Adapt to  
Each Stage of the Plant Life Cycle
To maximize plant growth, health, and yields, your operation 
must be able to monitor and control the environment at each 
stage of the plant life cycle — from seed to finished product. 
Each crucial stage has different requirements for light, 
temperature, humidity, and other environmental factors, and 
making sure these needs are met is the first step in ensuring 
success for your operation. 

Chances are, if you’re building a commercial grow room, 
you’re also building rooms for other stages of the plant 
life cycle (propagation, flower, curing, extraction, etc.) 
Temperature and humidity requirements can vary greatly 
from room to room, with temperatures ranging between 
55- and 85-degrees Fahrenheit and relative humidity ranging 

from just below 100% down to 40%. Understanding the 
needs of your plants throughout each stage in the process 
and building systems that are equipped to give them what 
they need will lead to the highest quality and quantity of 
products possible.

Develop a Plan to Minimize Biosecurity Risks
Biosecurity is a critical factor in the success of your 
commercial grow room, as things like bacteria, mold, and 
pests can quickly damage your crops and yields. Before 
your first grow, create a biosecurity and/or Integrated Pest 
Management (IPM) program with prevention as the main goal 
(rather than containment). A well-crafted IPM plan can help 
cultivators save money, minimize crop loss, and optimize 
plant quality and quantity. 

The key to biosecurity and pest management in your 
grow room is keeping a clean environment. This includes 
ensuring that humidity levels are maintained below pathogen 
proliferating levels; standing water is removed; filtration in 
your heating, ventilation, air conditioning and dehumidification 
(HVACD) systems is working properly to remove pests and 
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pathogens; and that you’ve got an air pressurization plan that 
pushes clean air into dirty spaces (and not the other way 
around.) High-performance HVAC systems will also make you 
a good neighbor by keeping escaping odors to a minimum and 
away from the property line.

Don’t Forget to Evaluate Operational Efficiency
When your commercial grow room is built and functioning 
as planned, don’t rest on your laurels.  Maximizing yields 
is a consistent process that encompasses cultural control, 
constant commissioning and monitoring of system 
performance, ongoing facility maintenance, and evaluating 
the environment based on the cultivars you’re growing each 
cycle. Choose a partner that understands your goals and 
key metrics to help you measure and track the efficiency of 
your operation. Capture as much data as you can from the 
environment and correlate that back to yield and revenue.

Final Thoughts
Pushing the limits of biomass isn’t about any single 
parameter of plant vitality; it’s about creating an environment 
where all of the parameters are optimized to work in unison. 

To maximize plant vitality and yield, you must control 
the environment. If you don’t, you’ll be dimming lights to 
deal with excess heat, underwatering to match reduced 
transpiration, underfeeding for fear of lockout, and ultimately 
underperforming because of your lack of environmental 
control. 

You’ll make it to the finish line this way but you’ll always 
be carrying a lot less cannabis product when you get there. 
Good genetics will always out-yield poor genetics but, 
with appropriate environmental control, you’ll also ensure 
biomass, color, terpenes, flavonoids, cannabinoids, and a 
product that stands out in the marketplace. 

Robbie Batts is a passionate engineer with over a decade of 
experience designing, selling and commissioning HVAC and 
process systems throughout North America. Recognizing a 
knowledge gap around fully understanding plant transpiration 
rates and how they impact controlled environments, he 
co-founded InSpire to focus on Advanced Transpiration 
Solutions. www.InSpire.ag 

http://www.inspire.ag/


Cannabis-derived terpenes (CDT) originating from legal 
hemp crops are becoming the new talk and walk of the 
cannabis community. Even larger, botanically-derived 
terpene distribution companies are considering implementing 
versions by mixing sweet-smelling terpenes to their lines. A 
host of cannabidiol (CBD) and tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) 
product manufacturers are tinkering with CDT in their labs 
and testing their formulations with consumers. So, what 
is the reason why many existing cannabis/hemp product 
manufacturers are rushing to implement these cannabis/
hemp essential oils to their products? The answer — 
availability.
 
According to the USDA, 146,065 acres of hemp were 
reportedly planted in 2019. [1] It is speculated, however, 
that user demand for CBD only necessitated around 20,000 
acres to supply demand. While CBD adoption rates slowly 
increase in the US, hundreds of family farming operations 
with millions of pounds of hemp biomass sit patiently waiting 
for a market shift with the hope that the number of new users 
of CBD oil will increase. Many CBD product manufacturers 
believe that the addition of terpenes and flavonoids is the 
answer. 
 
While the waiting persists for these farmers in a glut market 
trampled by the slowdown of the pandemic, some growers 
have produced exceptionally high-quality hemp – hemp 
worthy of essential oil extraction due to its highly aromatic 
properties. These growers have begun to realize the value of 
the terpenes and flavonoids their flowers possess.

Historically, “hemp terpenes” have been a waste product 
for most processing laboratories and have been discarded. 
On a per pound basis, hemp flowers grown in the US today 
often only contain 0.1% to 0.4% terpenes. With such low 
percentages, these hemp flowers generally possess fewer 
types of terpenes in their profiles than medicinal cannabis. 
These terpene profiles can be harsh smelling, a bit bitter, and 
may have little-to-no effect for the end user. With CBD as the 
primary focus of extraction, hemp processing facilities were 
not equipped to extract terpenes and flavonoids.

With the wave of quality genetics that hit the market in 
2019 and dramatic shift in agronomic approaches in hemp 
cultivation, some farmers hit upwards of 2.5% terpenes and 
flavonoids per pound of flower. From the low industry terpene 
standard normally found in hemp, some are producing terpene 

By Peter Saavedra & Dr. Robert Bruck, Kind Roots Trading
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Enhancing ensemble effects and organoleptic  
properties with hemp-derived terpenes
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levels close to cannabis cup-winning profiles on an industrial 
scale. Due to precise fertilization recommendations and the 
implementation of high amounts of beneficial bacteria on an 
industrial scale, the terpene profile has increased from the 
traditional one or two dominant terpenes commonly found in 
hemp to over 20 terpenes. 

Some hemp farmers grew a quality standard that could 
equate to some of the best, award-winning Emerald terpene 
profiles in a flower, and this quality was consistently 
produced across hundreds of acres. The new quality standard 
is also being produced in a cost-effective way, with 3 to 
8 mL of highly concentrated CDT oil from just one pound, 
compared to traditional hemp where 5 to 15 pounds are 
needed to get similar amounts.

Kind Roots Trading LLC. has identified large amounts of 
high-quality hemp which averages over 1% CDT in the total 
oil production per pound. The company was created to help 
small family-owned hemp farmers bring high-quality terpene 
profiles to market, the idea being that the addition of CDT to 
CBD products will increase sales and user adoption of their 
products due to tapping into ensemble effects. 

The company sources hemp biomass, flower, and trim 
material from its partner company, Kind Roots Inc., which 
has implemented a unique organic, sustainable, and 
regenerative cultivation methodology called the Soil Balance 
System that employs a highly biologically active soil system. 
In 2019, we consulted for just over 160 different hemp 
farmers and are in the process of extracting 2,000,000 
pounds of terpene-rich flower to help support the struggling 
CBD industry and its farmers. 

In a time when some CBD users and even THC vape pen 
users are disenchanted with product efficacy, it may be 
that nature simply had it right the whole time. With award-
winning products often containing more than 2% terpenes, 
the comprehensive profiles in CDT dramatically enhance the 
duration and strength of what is now known as the ensemble 
effect. 

Users who have previously tried CBD products are being re-
invigorated from CBD products with a newfound efficacy they 
had previously hoped for and expected. Cannabis-derived 
terpenes and flavonoids, or the plants’ essential oils, are not 
just for smell and flavor — they help take the user experience 
to an entirely new level. 



Our advisory board interview series continues, this time with 
the prolific, outspoken, and just all-around fun Markus Roggen, 
Ph.D., founder of Complex Biotech Discovery Ventures (CBDV) 
Ltd. CBDV is a private research lab dedicated to cannabis 
analytics and process development. CBDV provides the 
comforts and sanctuary needed when their clients are “all 
alone in process design” or the in-house algorithms to help 
extractors maximize processes such that product and money 
aren’t left behind. And they can track over 700 compounds in 
cannabis using metabolomics. 

T&T: How did you first get started in the cannabis industry? 
What were you doing prior?

Markus: Pure serendipity! I finished up my postdoc in physical 
organic chemistry at The Scripps Research Institute, when my 
triathlon coach told me I should stay around. She introduced 
me to a group of investors that needed a chemist to set up 
their analytical laboratory for cannabis. This was my starting 
point in the industry, but I quickly branched out. I mentored 
young startups at Canopy Boulder/San Diego to navigate the 
scientific aspects of cannabis. After a few years working in 
analytics, I was offered a job in extraction to put my physical 
organic chemistry theory into practice. After many years 
of struggling with an industry-wide lack of fundamental 
knowledge in cannabis chemistry, I decided it was time to 
exclusively focus on research. Therefore, I founded Complex 
Biotech Discovery Ventures and now concentrate on building 
analytical methods, identifying unknown compounds, and 
using chemometrics to optimize extraction.

T&T: How have you seen the industry grow during your time in 
it? What have been the most important, compelling moments 
in your cannabis career?

Markus: I have closely observed the introduction and 
specialization into different extraction processes. As different 
products demand different cannabis ingredients, those diverse 
extraction methods can support a range of demands. 
Additionally, a better understanding of the molecular makeup 
has led extract producers to offer more than just distillate oils. 
For example, full-spectrum oils can provide better flavors and 
experiences to the consumer, and, most importantly, more 
closely represent the cannabis flower.

T&T: What’s the most amazing thing you’ve learned about 
cannabis? 

Markus: That you don’t smoke the leaves. Prior to entering the 
cannabis industry, all I saw was the cannabis leaf symbol. And 
as you smoke tobacco leaves, I just assumed you did the same 
for cannabis.

T&T: You’ve written several articles on the surmounting need 
for more data. What do you see as lacking within the cannabis 
industry? How can chemometrics help? What have you learned 
from doing deeper dives into your own data that wouldn’t have 
otherwise been known?

Markus: There’s certainly potential for “big data” in the 
cannabis industry but, currently, there’s not enough data 
collected on the various processes to warrant the term. 
Chemometrics provides a solution to the lack of data and 
fundamental parameters. Chemometrics is a structured 
approach to investigating a system to find a descriptive or 
predictive model. Ideally, we wouldn’t need chemometrics at 
all and the systems involved in cannabis production would be 
completely described by fundamental parameters and chemical 
properties. We could then solve for the process parameters 

By Jason S. Lupoi, Ph.D.
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based on input conditions and desired products. However, that 
is currently unfeasible – there just isn’t enough information 
available about every minute detail of the systems that would 
be required for that approach.

The one thing we see again and again, but is conceptually 
difficult to grasp, is that the solute becomes the solvent. For 
example, water that’s always present in cannabis flower will 
dissolve in ethanol or carbon dioxide (CO2) And this new water/
ethanol or CO2 mixture changes the polarity of the solvent. 

The new polarity now has a different extraction behavior towards 
cannabinoids. So, if you ever wondered why your CO2 extraction 
takes longer with wet material (>12% moisture), now you know.

T&T: You’re involved in cutting-edge cannabis science R&D. 
What are the forerunning questions that the industry needs 
answers for? What problems does CBDV look to solve for 
clients and for the greater scientific community?

Markus: There is so much empty space on a pie chart of 
a testing report and no one seems to care. The cannabis 
ecosystem, including producers, regulators, and end 
consumers, only seems to care about a handful of 
cannabinoids, terpenes, and pesticides. But all of those 
compounds together make up maybe 30 weight % of the dried 
plant and around 80 weight % of concentrates. With potentially 
hundreds of beneficial compounds still undiscovered in the 
plant and dozens of unknown decomposition products from 
the processing steps, we have a lot of work ahead of us. And 
my company and I want to do our part. 

T&T: As an industry-leading consultant and researcher, what 
are the most common misconceptions you’ve come across 
that have been refuted with scientific R&D?

Markus: I don’t think we have enough space here to answer 
this.  

34 TERPENES & TESTING
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My highlights are: 
Cannabidiol (CBD) is not psychoactive
Full-spectrum distillate
Butane is better than ethanol or CO2

T&T: If you could tell someone just one thing about cannabis, 
what might that be?

Markus: Cannabis is actually just a plant. Although, if you look 
closer, the complexity of its metabolites will keep us scientists 
entertained for decades to come.

T&T: You’re omnipotent. What’s the one thing you’d change 
about the cannabis industry?

Markus: I would remove the special status of the cannabis 
industry. It needs to lose its imposed limitations by the 
regulatory bodies and the general public to fully blossom. 
Although, the cannabis insiders also need to realize that 

cannabis is not any different from other industries. They 
should learn from agriculture, chemistry, and medicine how 
to most efficiently and accurately work with the material. Yes, 
I am advocating to turn the cannabis industry into Big Ag and 
Big Pharma.

T&T: Your playlist: one album, one book, one food, one 
beverage, and one cannabis product (style) - what would you 
choose?

Markus: Album: Tutto Pavarotti: I like classical music to relax 
and to get me in the right mood for writing and reading.
Book: Strategic Applications of Named Reactions in Organic 
Synthesis: Should have read it during my Ph.D., only skimmed 
it.
Food: Sushi: I grew up with it, loved it from the beginning.
Beverage: Orange Juice, my vice.
Cannabis Product: Let’s be different – hemp paper.
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I don’t know about you, but I’ve had my fill of politics and doom. My 
head hurts. Thankfully, as students of Cannabis sativa, there’s plenty 
to keep our minds occupied with something tangible, enlightening, 
empowering. The cannabis industry exemplifies the collection of 
passionate, rebellious people who have peeled off traditional and 
perhaps humdrum career vestments to walk on the wild side while 
creating products that help humankind.

I recently spoke with Dr. Ethan Russo who shared with me his 
pathway to cannabis. Recognizing that many of the medications he 
had available to prescribe to his patients likely were doing more harm 
than good, Russo ventured into the Amazon Rainforest to further 
his education in ethnobotany. Along his journey, he observed the 
efficacies of cannabis and essential oils, which stoked his interest in 
terpenes and the potential synergies therein. 

Frenchy Cannoli trekked far and wide to study Cannabis sativa, 
becoming a Master Hashishin along the way. (If there’s a cooler 
title, I’d be keen to know it.) I had the wonderful opportunity to 
introduce Frenchy as a keynote speaker at Concentration 2019. His 
biography emblazoned his dedication to unearthing as many secrets 
about cannabis as he possibly can while simultaneously preserving 
tradition and studying how the cannabis terroir affects the product. 
Frenchy once lived in caves in India for several months as he learned 
traditional ways for harvesting trichomes for making hash. “Everyday 
was an orgy of terpenes,” Frenchy remembered. [1] 

Ethan Russo and Frenchy Cannoli have taken different roads on their 
travels to the same cannabis kingdom. Both are dedicating decades 

of their lifetimes to the legitimization, the validation of C. sativa, 
simultaneously preserving antiquity and offering glimpses of the 
frontier. And both migrate into each other’s worlds, fascinated by the 
never-ending surprises offered by cannabis science and medicine. 

This is just one example of the diversity within the cannabis industry. 
In this case, the diversity in backgrounds or expertise modeled spokes 
converging on the center where cannabis resides. Throughout my 
career, I’ve had the pleasure of meeting people from across the globe. 
I treasure that because it highlighted the diversity and the similarity 
between different ethnicities. We are human, after all.

My introduction to the globe continues at Mace Media Group. The 
magazine you’re reading was designed by Marko, a cool cat and 
colleague in Serbia. Our new book was designed by Jocelle, who’s 
in the Philippines. We’ve got staff writers in Washington, Africa, New 
York, Germany, Minnesota, Canada, Colorado, and Bulgaria. People 
visit our website from places like Australia, Russia, China, Italy, 
Mexico, Ukraine, and France. I could go on and on and on. These 
are just examples of places 
sectioned off with borders 
where humans living within 
these lines come together 
to learn and teach about 
cannabis, with our own global 
family. My travels, however 
limited, have taught me a 
core mantra — this is Earth, 
and we are Earthlings.

By Jason S. Lupoi, Ph.D.
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It is 1976. You have won first prize for your essay on the 
future of home electronics in New Jersey. The prize is for an 
all-inclusive stereo system from the local electronics store. As 
you enter, you are amazed at the shelves filled with speakers, 
radios, turntables, eight-track cassette players, some smaller 
cassette players, amplifiers, and rolled-up wires. As the 
salesperson approaches you with an extended hand and broad 
smile, you realize there are many decisions to make about the 
system that will adorn your 10 x 12 living room on the second 
floor of a triple-decker apartment building. You have done 
some work upfront, so you know which components are the 
best of class on that day. 

In 1976, you would typically choose the best components and 
then wire them together to work. Cables and wires connected 
the components and you positioned them around your living 
room to sound the best from the vantage point of your couch 
or favorite chair. But you still had to decide if you could get 
some of the components from the same manufacturer to at 
least have the turntable and cassette and radio all working 
from a single control point.

From 2012 to 2014, facilities were confronted with similar 
decisions when building a process stream for the extraction 
of medical cannabis. If you were building out a lab to do 
an extraction of trim (it was typically trim at this time), you 
needed to decide how you were going to process the material 
– what mode of extraction. The THCA (tetrahydrocannabinolic 
acid) ranged from 5 to 10% of the biomass. A 5 or 10L 
system was sufficient to extract the amount of material to 
provide patients with ingredients to make edibles and vape 

pens. Common solvents were butane, carbon dioxide, hexane, 
ethanol, and tetrafluroethane. Extractors then determined how 
to prepare the biomass. For example, the choices for grinders 
were dependent upon how much material was available and 
the store that could provide them.  

There were ovens and hot plates. Extraction equipment was 
commercially available but some were still making their own 
from simple components. The chosen modules for a particular 
facility were based on the word of mouth of what worked the 
best at that time. Used equipment was being purchased to 
keep costs as low as possible. Few labs had processes that 
went from biomass to products without being touched by 
human hands, like Willy Wonka or many pharmaceutical and 
nutritional dietary supplements facilities. 

Fast forward to 2020. While we have not been able to hold 
many cannabis-centric events this year, if you remember way 
back to 2019, there were thousands of people in rooms and 
exhibition halls packed with tables of vendors displaying their 
products and processes. The centration of the compounds 
from the cannabis plant has changed dramatically in every 
facet of flexibility, productivity, and technology. This is still the 
situation in some facilities as in 2014, but many are balancing 
the best individual components with integrated components 
that work as a complete system.

Today, hundreds of hectares of hemp, versus a few acres 
of specialty cannabis chemovars, are being grown around 
the world. More government agencies are developing and 
implementing regulations similar to those that nutritional 

By John MacKay, Ph.D., Synergistic Technology Associates
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and dietary supplement companies must meet before 
shipping products to stores. This brings new challenges that 
the cannabis industry hasn’t dealt with before. Worldwide 
growing and harvesting methods seek meeting Good 
Agricultural Practices (GAP), extractors pursue current 
Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) certification, and 
manufacturers solicit the approvals of Environmental 
Protection Agency epartment of griculture ood and rug 
dministration by creating products without contaminants.

Engineering firms are focused on working with instrument 
manufacturers to provide control over the unique cannabis 
market from the beginning of the process. Consultants and 
engineering firms that specialize in helping current producers 
navigate through these regulations, as well as new building 
designs and standard operating procedures (SOPs), are 
expanding their services. Many, like Hybrid Tech, started 
small when just a few companies were seeing the complexity 
of compliance regulations. 

Companies and individuals wanting the cannabis market to 
provide safe products have made a name for themselves as 
experts in cannabis facility design, license applications, land and 
building selection, feasibility studies, and focus on developing 
custom designs that are appropriately sized and tailored to the 
desired end products. It’s integral that your facility design is 
matched with proper equipment and systems that have a single 
point of control, if possible. There must be internal labs that can 
provide the analysis of the essential compounds and potential 
contaminants at each step in the process.

Our automobiles now have a single point of control for the 
audio, air conditions, and engine feedback, and we have 
hands-free options for our phones; they also suggest routes to 
places we want to go and estimated time of arrival. These are 
similar to recent factory designs. What material is scheduled to 

be processed? When will the shipment arrive? When will it be 
tested for potency and contaminants? If it meets requirements, 
when will it be released? If it does not meet the requirements, 
where will it be quarantined and retested or remediated or 
rejected? How long will a particular process take to complete? 
What was the feedback on instrument performance versus 
what it was programmed to do when we get an Out of 
Specification (OOS) warning?

Harvested hemp can enter a facility and never be touched 
by human hands, from drying, grinding, sample preparation, 
extraction, post-extraction processing, and, finally, 
formulation. The equipment chosen is not always based on 
individual performance stats. However, it should be selected 
based on ease of integration and the ability to be controlled 
and monitored in a full process. 

Equipment must meet the requirements of current Good 
Manufacturing Practices (cGMP), Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) regulations, and United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA), as well as guidance from 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and other industry-
specific certifications. 

This does not mean that the lower volume, modular scenarios 
are no longer viable. The cannabis industry will face more 
consumer demand for transparency and meeting labeling 
scrutiny, and they will meet the type of regional popularity that 
microbreweries and local restaurants enjoy. They both match 
the market of the future.

Knowing that process control of all types of concentration 
– whether extraction (with solvent) or separation (without 
solvent) – can be achieved to meet the products that meet 
patients’ or consumers’ needs, the next three years will see 
this impact on the industry.

http://hybridtech.us/
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Although debates on the superior medicinal power of so-called 
full-, broad-, or, now, defined-spectrum products continue [1-
2], there are specific reasons why cannabinoid isolation may 
be warranted or preferred. For many disappointing decades, 
scientists and clinicians were not able to fully investigate 
the beneficent properties of Cannabis sativa. To do so might 
have meant lost sources of funding, for example. As cannabis 
continues its global resurrection, however, interest in research, 
clinical trials, and product development has sizably grown – 
the cannabis phoenix reincarnated from unwisely discarded 
ashes.

To know specifically what a cannabinoid does on its own, it 
must be isolated from plant extracts, unless of course it’s 
synthesized in a lab or transfected into microorganisms like 
Escherichia coli. The latter two options, however, may not 
be well received by a consumer base seeking the natural 
advantages that plants offer. 

Traditional methods for cannabinoid isolation typically involve 
hydrocarbon solvents that strip away unwanted chemical 
ingredients, further purifying the cannabinoid. Cannabidiol 
(CBD), for example, can be targeted by processing a crude 
extract through winterization (if needed), decarboxylation, and 
distillation. CBD-rich distillate hearts subsequently go through 
the isolation process, which may employ solvents like pentane 
or hexane. 

These solvents aren’t exactly eco-friendly. The global 
harmonized system (GHS) classifies them as flammable health 
and environmental hazards necessitating appropriate safety 
controls. These solvents must be removed from isolates meant 
for human consumption. Reclaimed solvents require proper 
disposal to prevent deleterious effects on the environment. 

This is one way to create an isolate. It may not be the 
“greenest” method, but it works. 

Preparatory chromatography offers an alternative solution. 
This branch of chromatography is fundamentally and 
technologically similar to chromatographic methods used in 
analytical labs for potency testing. So, just like testing labs 
separate out and quantify individual cannabinoids by injecting 
small volumes of extract into their high-performance liquid 
or gas chromatography systems, cannabis/hemp product 
manufacturers utilize chromatographic methods to fractionate 
and isolate major and minor cannabinoids.

Chromatograms provide plots of signal versus retention 
time. The peaks in a chromatogram represent the individual 
constituents separated out like the cannabinoids. The 
chromatogram provides information on the retention time that 
an individual cannabinoid should be collected. It shows when 
the cuts should be made, meaning when to send the eluent to 
a specific separator.

There are several chromatography methods at your disposal, 
called things like flash chromatography (FC), centrifugal 
partition chromatography (CPC), or preparative supercritical 
fluid chromatography (SFC). Options always have trade offs 
and pros and cons, and this selection is no different. 

FC was developed to reduce the time-consuming nature of 
traditional long column chromatography purification. [3] What 
used to take hours was achievable in 15 minutes or less, 
with an added bonus of affordability. Fast and cheap? ‘You’re 
dreaming,’ some likely thought. FC has been described as an 
easy-to-use method requiring common, affordable glassware, 
predominantly used for simpler separations. [4] The basic FC 
setup includes a glass column filled with packing material, 

By Jason S. Lupoi, Ph.D.

Green Cannabinoid Isolation 
Using Supercritical  
Fluid Chromatography



often silica gel. Samples are passed through the column using 
a gas like compressed air or nitrogen, which pressurizes the 
column (medium pressures, such as 50-200 psi) such that 
the sample traverses down the column. A 10g sample can be 
separated in 15 minutes. 

Cannabis oils are very complex – much more complex than 
pharmaceutical preparations where FC still thrives in research 
and drug development. It should be noted, however, that FC is 
often used as a rapid first-pass separation; higher resolution 
processes further refine eluted fractions. 

CPC is a countercurrent, liquid-liquid extraction method. 
Applied centrifugal force keeps the liquid stationary phase 
stationary. The mobile phase gets pumped through using rapid 
flow rates and sample components fractionate based on the 
ratio of their concentration in the stationary phase to their 
concentration in the mobile phase (true of chromatography, 
in general). Hazekamp et al. (2004) demonstrated CPC’s use 
for cannabinoid separation, with purities above 90% for 7 
cannabinoids. [5] 

CPC can provide high selectivity (ability to pull something 
out of the matrix), total recoveries of injected sample, and 
scalability. [6] Benefits of CPC include its use for different 
polarities and high throughput while using lower amounts of 
solvent. CPC uses organic solvents like hexane, acetone, and/
or methanol, which must be effectively removed from end 
products, stored as chemical waste, and ethically disposed 
of, which costs money. CPC is also said to suffer from 
time-consuming method development and optimization. [6] 
Different samples may require their own unique methodology. 
Like FC, CPC may have lower chromatographic resolution (how 
well two adjacent peaks are separated).

SFC utilizes a solvent in its supercritical state. “Supercritical” 
refers to a temperature and pressure regime above the critical 
point, which relates a specific temperature and pressure 
combo that blurs the lines of distinction between gas and 
liquid phases. Carbon dioxide (CO

2), for example, has a critical 
temperature of 31°C and a critical pressure of 73.8 bar (1,070 
psi). 

Because supercritical CO2 is a non-polar solvent, a co-solvent 
like conventional or organic ethanol is often employed to help 
solubilize more polar compounds, facilitating their dissolution 
and subsequent separation. Generally, if a molecule can be 
dissolved in methanol or a less polar solvent, it’s a good fit for 
SFC. [7]
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An SFC system has multiple separators that collect specific 
cannabinoid fractions. For example, if a system has four 
separators, you could send CBD to one separator, delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) to a second separator, and the 
minor cannabinoids like cannabigerol (CBG), cannabinol 
(CBN), and cannabichromene (CBC) to the third separator. 
When you’re not collecting a specific fraction, the eluent 
goes to the fourth separator, which is designated for “waste”. 
CO2 is considered a “green” solvent, as it’s not flammable, 
corrosive, toxic, or explosive. [8] SFC is also considered 
“green” due to the lack of or minimal use of organic solvents, 
since CO2 has replaced those solvents. An added cherry on 
top is that CO2 is cheaper than conventional liquid solvents 
used for separations, as it’s often an unwanted byproduct of 
other industrial processes. [9] Since pressure is required to 
create supercritical CO2, depressurizing enables the solvent 
to be converted back to a gas, removing it from the sample 
like the burst of escaped CO2 from opening a bottle of soda. 
This provides further cost savings since there are less energy 
consumption requirements for solvent removal processes. 

Compared to preparatory liquid chromatography, SFC 
provides quicker run times with higher selectivity, making it 
suitable for more complex materials. The low viscosity of CO2 
permits shorter run times since the pressures used within the 
system are lower, allowing for faster flow rates. Shorter run 
times don’t inhibit chromatographic resolution, so productivity 
isn’t hindered. 

Undivided whole plant extracts with multitudes of 
cannabinoids, fragrant terpenes, and flavonoids will likely 
always have a seat at the head of the table. Less chemically 
complex medicinal formulations with defined objectives offer 
another pathway for creative product design. To develop the 
latter requires accurate, reproducible formulations so that 
products provide the same qualities with permanence. SFC 
can rapidly isolate major and minor cannabinoids without 
using volumes of organic solvents that are health and 
environmental hazards requiring proper disposal. Rather, an 
intensifying greenhouse gas can be harnessed and repurposed 
for the creation of medicinal cannabis products without further 
taxation of our Earth. 
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By Nicholas Shrewsbury and GM Adjabeng, Ecodyst

The Decarboxylation  
Disruption
Most extractors choosing decarboxylation equipment pay hefty 
fees for slow systems that take upwards of a day to complete 
a run. Annually, that time delay can be as significant as the 
original cost of the machine. 

The Decarb Dilemma
Decarboxylation is an essential, but simple, stage for 
cannabidiol (CBD) and cannabis oil extractors. 

It is the application of heat that transforms naturally 
occurring CBDA (cannabidiolic acid) into CBD or THCA 
(tetrahydrocannabinolic acid) into the intoxicating THC 
(delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol). The heat removes a functional 
group called a carboxyl group (decarboxylation) from the 
cannabinoid molecule, releasing carbon dioxide. Though this 
step is extremely simple and occurs naturally when smoking 
or vaping, the common answer for extractors has been 
standalone decarboxylation systems that require significant 
capital. 

Common Standalone Solutions
There are two main methods for oil decarboxylation: vacuum 
ovens that utilize convection heat under pressure and 
decarboxylation reactors that heat and agitate the oil within a 
reactor flask.

Spoiler alert: Both require large amounts of capital and/or labor
On the surface, vacuum ovens look like the less-expensive 
option. One oven that can process 10L of oil will run around 
$10,000 USD, but they are highly inefficient, requiring 10-
14 hours to completely decarboxylate the oil, not including 
the time to load and empty all the dryer sheets and heat the 
system. Ovens use enormous amounts of energy to heat all 
the dead space inside the system (think 200kWh to process 
100L per day) and can only process small batches at one time, 
meaning groups often need to purchase multiple ovens and 
expend labor-rotating batches. 

Decarboxylation reactors are generally marketed as the “faster” 
alternative: these jacketed reactors take a full work shift (8-10 
hours) to decarboxylate oil. They circulate heated fluid (often 
silicon oil) around a reactor flask containing the cannabis oil, 
creating a controlled environment where decarboxylation can 
occur. They can process larger batches, up to 100L of oil, but 
they are far more expensive, running closer to $100,000 USD.

Neither of these options are appealing in terms of processing 
time and expense.

A New Game in Town
At Ecodyst, we have a different answer to this problem. We 
don’t sell a decarboxylation rig; instead, we made a solvent 
recovery system that has decarboxylation built in. 

George Adjabeng, Ecodyst’s founder, started the company 
because of his frustration with the inefficient rotary evaporators 
he used in both academia and big pharma for 15 years. 
The traditional rotary evaporator design had not changed 
since its inception 60 years ago. With modern innovations, 
Ecodyst systems were able to accelerate solvent recovery and 
decarboxylation timeframes while cutting energy usage in half. 
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Our reactor-style rotary evaporator (The EcoChyll®) is a 
modular, scalable system with stacked functions for the hemp 
and cannabis space. The product line has a range of sizes, 
with small benchtop solvent recovery systems recovering 
1L of ethanol per hour and industrial-scale systems capable 
of 100L per hour. All medium (11-22L) and large-scale (50, 
72,100, and 200L) systems offer the full capacity of a reactor 
decarboxylation system that achieves one-hour decarboxylation 
times at less than half the energy use of standalone reactors. In 
addition, each EcoChyll can decarb at their full load volume.  

That’s lightning-fast processing for a market that has featured 
capital-intensive decarboxylation systems operating off a 
minimum 8-10-hour timeframe. 

The EcoChyll utilizes the same reactor vessel for both solvent 
evaporation and decarboxylation. Once a group has completed 
their solvent recovery, they are able to change the vacuum 
and temperature settings with the press of a button to 
quickly decarboxylate the oil. The system is able to efficiently 
decarboxylate because it uses an energy-efficient electric 
heating mantle that has better conductivity than the fluid-to-
fluid heat transfer most jacketed decarboxylation reactors use. 

In many respects, the EcoChyll system is like a rotary 
evaporator, save for one big difference — a reactor-style 
stationary flask. That flask gives the system four advantages 
over older rotary evaporators:Decarboxylation: an EcoChyll can 
use a robust electric heating mantle (rather than the traditional 
water bath), which provides the option for decarboxylation. 

Economy of Scale: unlike a traditional rotovap that uses a 
fragile suspended glass flask that can only hold 50% of its 
volume (so a 50L system is actually a 25L system), a 50L 
EcoChyll actually holds 50L. This economy of scale yields 
better recovery rates. 

Scalability: the EcoChyll system can achieve industrial-scale 
sizes. Older rotovaps cap out at “50”L (25-L fill volume) or 
risk breakage, but we offer industrial-scale systems including 
100 and 200L systems that are easy and convenient to use. 

Low-Labor Operation: most rotary evaporators have to 
be disassembled and emptied by hand or expensive 
mechanical arm, which is both unsafe (who hasn’t heard of 
rotary evaporators and broken glass) and a waste of labor. 
The EcoChyll has a drain port and a siphon feed that can 
evacuate oil in seconds and facilitate speedy GMPs.  

The EcoChyll line of evaporators is based on pioneering 
technology in direct cooling. Our aim was to produce a series 
of products for organic chemistry labs of all sizes. We now 
offer specialized instruments for all manner of evaporative 
objectives, from small-scale fractionations of environmental 
samples to industrial-scale preparation of cannabis extracts.

If you would like more information about why the 
groundbreaking EcoChyll range is superior to traditional falling 
film evaporators, rotary evaporators, and decarb reactors, 
simply contact a member of the Ecodyst team today at https://
ecodyst.com/contact-us/.

https://ecodyst.com/contact-us/
https://ecodyst.com/contact-us/
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By Lindsey Snyder, Ph.D., FarmaceuticalRX

As techniques in cultivation, processing, extraction, and 
analysis of cannabis compounds continue to advance, the 
options in the cannabis product formulator’s “toolbox” keep 
increasing in number. There has been a growing interest 
in exploring the potential health benefits of cannabinoids 
that previously were inaccessible in meaningful quantities 
but that modern techniques have opened the door to – 
including a variant of the most popular cannabinoid, delta-
9-tetrahydrocannabinol (delta-9 THC). While delta-9-THC 
has been widely studied, its relative delta-8-THC is gaining 
popularity.

What Is Delta-8-THC and How Do You Get It?
Delta-8-THC is a double-bond isomer of delta-9-THC. Isomers 
have the same chemical formula, in other words the same 
number of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen molecules (in this 
case C21H30O2), but the atoms in the molecules are arranged in 
a different way. In the case of delta-8-THC and delta-9-THC, a 
double bond in one of the carbon rings is in a mirror position. 

Delta-8-THC can be found in very small quantities naturally 
in the cannabis plant; therefore, processors need very large 
volumes of plant material to accumulate enough delta-8-THC 
to incorporate as an active ingredient in a tincture or vape 
cartridge, for example. That’s why we considered alternative 
options for obtaining delta-8-THC in a meaningful amount.

Delta-8-THC can also be created from delta-9-THC in 
post-extraction steps by chemists in the lab through an 

isomerization process that shifts the chemical bond in delta-
9-THC to the mirror position. Following this process, enough 
isolated delta-8-THC is obtained such that it can be used as an 
ingredient in the formulation process. Practically, the delta-8-
THC isomer is more chemically stable than delta-9-THC (which 
can metabolize to cannabinol, or CBN) and therefore can have 
a much longer shelf-life.

The way atoms in a molecule are arranged can, and often 
does, change the way they interact with other molecules. 
This interaction of molecules, for example delta-9-THC or 
delta-8-THC with a cannabinoid receptor in your body is what 
drives the effect you experience after consuming cannabis/a 
cannabis-based product. This change in interaction is what 
drives the different effects of delta-8-THC and delta-9-THC 
products.

Why We Make Delta-8-THC
Why go through the trouble to make delta-8-THC at all when 
the cannabis plant makes enough delta-9-THC for us to use? 
The change in delta-8-THC’s structure, and therefore the way 
it interacts with your body when ingested, causes this isomer 
of THC to have a unique physiological profile that may provide 
specific benefits for certain groups of medical patients and/or 
to manage particular symptoms. 

One of the main points of interest when considering the 
physiological effects of delta-8-THC is its decreased 
psychoactive profile, which has approximately two-thirds of 

The Case for Delta-8- 
Tetrahydrocannabinol: 
Health Benefits with  
Diminished Intoxication
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the psychoactive profile in comparison to delta-9-THC. [1] 
This was of interest to us because delta-8-THC-based products 
could provide therapeutic benefits to patients who were 
adverse or sensitive to the psychotropic effects of delta-9-THC. 
This mitigated psychoactive profile could also be beneficial for 
patients looking to manage symptoms during the daytime.

One example of this concept is a popular study conducted 
by Raphael Mechoulam, Ph.D., and his colleagues, who 
investigated the anti-emetic potential of delta-8-THC in a 
small number of children (ages 3-13 years) undergoing 
chemotherapy. [2] They reported that delta-8-THC 
administration essentially blocked vomiting in all patients, 
with six of the eight patients experiencing no adverse side 
effects (the other two patients experienced mild irritability and 
temporary euphoria). Further, the patients were able to take a 
dose of delta-8-THC that was higher than an equivalent dose of 
delta-9-THC given to adults for anti-emesis. 

Additional studies have examined the effects of delta-8-
THC in pre-clinical models to determine the potential in 
treating other symptoms. These results show promise for 
the use of delta-8-THC in reducing pain and inflammation, 
improving gastrointestinal function, and even possibly having 
neuroprotective effects. [3-5] In essence, there is potential 
for delta-8-THC products to help patients manage symptoms 
effectively in a similar way to delta-9-THC with reduced 
psychoactive effects, helping patients avoid potential negative 
psychotropic experiences such as paranoia or anxiety. 

At FarmaceuticalRX, we were excited to be the first to market in 
the Pennsylvania medical cannabis program with delta-8-THC-
based products, including vape carts and tinctures. We create 
our delta-8-THC formulations with “live” terpenes from fresh-
frozen biomass that are extracted from the cannabis plant 
and then combined with delta-8-THC during the formulation 
process. Given the support for the ensemble effect, we wanted 
to give patients the option to have access to single cultivar 

profiles that have helped them manage symptoms in the past, 
but also give them the option of introducing delta-8-THC into 
their therapy. This is one of the first products FarmaceuticalRX 
has formulated that highlights minor cannabinoids that show 
evidence of benefits for particular symptoms and/or patient 
groups. 
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By Andrea Holmes, Ph.D., Precision Plant Molecules

Pharmacokinetic Curves
Pharmacokinetic (PK) curves sound impressive. How about 
maximal plasma concentration (CMax), area under the curve 
(AUC), and time to peak absorption (TMax)? Olympic athlete 
meets calculus meets pre-race snack uptake – what are we 
talking about?
 
You don’t have to be an athletic Nobel Prize winner to begin 
to follow the trail of why PK curves are important. We all 
experience the results of these curves multiple times per day 
with everything we ingest, inhale, or rub on our skin.
 
PK parameters are various ways scientists judge how fast, how 
much, and how long a substance acts on our bodies. Bioactive 
molecules, whether cannabinoids, Advil™, statins, or blood 
pressure medications, are intended to get into blood circulation 
and reach their site of therapeutic action to have an effect.
 
The broad and somewhat nebulous concept, bioavailability, 
is the crux of the matter. Cannabinoids are fat-loving 
molecules. The human body is predominantly water, and water 
and fats don’t mix. Think about what happens when your salad 
dressing looks like a chemistry experiment in your refrigerator 
with two layers (oil and vinegar) of ingredients. 

Accordingly, only a surprisingly low percentage of the 
cannabinoids we consume are bioavailable to affect us. [1-
3] This applies to common cannabinoids like cannabidiol 
(CBD) or delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the rather routine 
“minor cannabinoids” like cannabigerol (CBG) and cannabinol 
(CBN), and the exotic ones like cannabichromene (CBC), 
cannabidivarin (CBDV), or tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV). 
 
Cannabinoids have high lipophilicity (“fat loving”) and low 
hydrophilicity (“water loving”). Lipophilicity (logP) is defined 
as the estimation of the octanol-water partition coefficient, 

which relates the concentration of solute in octanol (an organic 
fatty alcohol) divided by the concentration of solute in water. 
Since LogP involves neutral molecules and lipophilicity is 
pH dependent, the distribution coefficient (logD) is an even 
better measure of lipophilicity as it relates the concentration 
of ionized solute in octanol + unionized solute in octanol 
divided by the concentration of ionized solute in water + the 
concentration of unionized solute in water.
 
For our various reasons, we want these cannabinoids in our 
bloodstream speeding their way to the endocannabinoid 
system (ECS) and its receptors. But, a small percentage of 
cannabinoids (based on clinical studies) actually make it into 
our bloodstreams (maybe 30% via smoking and < 10% for 
edibles). [1-3] 

Therefore, in the world of pharmacology, PK and 
pharmacodynamic curves are important tools to determine 
dosing and serving sizes. These curves apply to whatever 
delivery mode is chosen (transdermal, oral, edible, mucosal, 
inhalation, and intravenous), or if the molecules are enhanced 
with various technologies like nano-emulsions and liposomal 
treatments.
 
Setting aside potential malignancies and other health issues 
that may prevent one from inhalation methods, smoking is an 
efficient mode of sneaking cannabinoids into your bloodstream 
via the lungs. With smoking or vaping, as well as intranasal, 
sublingual, and other mucosal delivery modes, the liver is 
not initially involved and there is no metabolic first pass 
effect. However, once the inhaled cannabinoids are in the 
bloodstream, the blood will soon find its way to the liver.  
 
Pharmacodynamic Curves
The more we know about and can quantify how molecules 
move through and interact with the body, the better. So, let’s 

Cannabis Pharmacokinetics 
and Pharmacodynamics
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move from PK to another key branch of pharmacology called 
pharmacodynamics or PD, which is defined as the study of 
a drug’s or compound’s effects in the body. To have the best 
understanding of what a molecule does and how it moves 
around, scientists and medical researchers employ PK/PD 
models to determine dosing, benefit, timing, potential for side 
effects, and gauge any adverse interactions. These curves and 
quantitative models are also critical for designing controlled 
release capsules and pills that “meter out” a compound over 
time for long-lasting therapeutic effect.
  
Cannabinoid PK and PD Curves  
Applied to Humans: Blood and Guts
Metabolism is a broad term encompassing a wide 
range of biochemical processes in your body. Your 
metabolism can be considered a gatekeeper of 
molecules seeking admittance to your bloodstream. But 
let’s talk about your gut which processes incoming 
molecules alone or with other compounds 
arriving for processing at the same time 
(whatever else you ate or drank or smoked 
recently). 
 
A key system in the gut is your liver — a 
super-smart organ, efficient, and always 
on the job — which continually processes a 
gallon of blood every two and half minutes. 
[4] It is a filter, a detoxifier, and an enzyme 
manufacturer. It’s impressive at doing 
its job. Your liver makes judgments 
about what immediately gets 
excreted from the body and what 
gets metabolized.
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First pass metabolism is critical, as is second pass (the second 
time a substance passes through the liver in the bloodstream 
as it cycles). Notably, compounds are often routinely 
transformed into another during these trips through the liver 
and gastrointestinal system. Some cannabinoids are converted 
into other bioactive or non-bioactive metabolites including 
other non-naturally occurring cannabinoid-family chemical 
compounds. Simply stated, ingesting cannabinoids via the liver 
determines what compounds and how much of them will gain 
access to your ECS receptors.
 
The fact that cannabinoids appear to have high absorption 
variability adds to the complexity of determining “typical” PK 
and PD curves. For example, acidic forms of cannabinoids 
have been shown to have higher bioavailability due to the pH 
dependence of lipophilicity meaning cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) 
will have a higher bioavailability compared to cannabidiol 
(CBD). [5] These factors, however, require further study.
 
Differences in PK and PD curves can vary greatly between a 
plain cannabinoid and one supercharged with an enhanced 
drug delivery system (common technology in the pharma and 
functional food world) and whatever else is in your system or 
on its way in. It is a complex equation with many variables, 
and each of us is different. The tried and true maxims of “start 
low and go slow,” “consult with your doctor,” and “one size 
doesn’t fit all” surely apply with anything you add to your 
individual physiological equation.

One of the primary goals of Precision Plant Molecules’ 
science-driven approach is to produce uniform, standardized, 
non-psychotropic cannabinoid bulk ingredients for 
formulations and to enrich plant extracts to have specific 
and standardized phytocompound profiles. Such uniformity 
allows a consumer and their doctor to have basic, quantitative 
information to evaluate the appropriate amount to take, when 
to take it, if there are interactions to be mindful of, daily 
maximum dosing, and other factors including the consumer’s 
medical conditions and history. 
 
The current “hit or miss” or “self-dosing” situation with 
most cannabinoid consumer products is not an acceptable 
approach. More human studies will help in determining PK 
and PD curves for cannabinoids via the different form factors 

and delivery modes. In the near term, more detailed and 
quantitative product labeling will greatly help. 

Only with accurate product labeling that specifies the 
milligrams of a phytocannabinoid in a serving or dose can 
informed decisions be made. Hopefully — sooner rather than 
later — consumers will be able to choose products with labels 
that identify a serving or recommended dosage: 30 mg of CBD, 
20 mg of CBC, and 10 mg of CBG. Or maybe 10 mg of THCV 
and 10 mg of CBD.
 
More effective and personalized remedies and medicines are 
the goal. PK and PD curves, enhanced delivery technologies, 
and detailed, quantified cannabinoid product labeling, together 
with more research, will allow cannabinoids to achieve their 
full potential.
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By Carolyn Burek, M.S., Via Innovations

Products are continually and rapidly advancing every year in 
the cannabis and hemp industries, with more sophisticated 
techniques being introduced by incoming scientists and 
companies with already-existing and compatible applications 
for cannabinoids. In the realm of transdermal products, 
scientists and companies are pursuing advanced formulations 
for effective permeation of the cannabinoids through the 
epidermis and dermis. If one is looking to create a transdermal 
product, it’s important to understand the structure and function 
of the skin, the physicochemical properties of the active 
ingredients (i.e., cannabinoids), and techniques to enhance 
permeation by the addition of specific ingredients, including 
terpenes, that act as chemical penetration enhancers (CPEs).

Skin Structure and the Endocannabinoid System 
The skin is by far the largest organ in the body, comprising more 
than 10% of body mass and nearly 2 m2 of the body surface 
area [1,2], and functions to respond to external stimuli from the 
environment, maintain homeostasis, and keep foreign substances 
from entering the body. Serving as a protectant and regulator, the 
skin effectively responds to temperature, water content (humidity 
and submerged), foreign pathogens, allergens, bacteria/fungi, 
chemicals, and radiation. To ultimately maintain health, the 
skin regulates heat, circulation, inflammation, hair growth and 
regeneration, and pain. The homeostatic nature of the skin makes 
it an excellent target for the administration of cannabinoids, with 
the endocannabinoid system (ECS) and associated receptors 
largely present within various layers of the skin. [3]

The skin is broadly comprised of three main layers: epidermis, 
dermis, and hypodermis. The outermost layer of the epidermis 
is mainly composed of nonviable and viable keratinocytes. The 
dermis consists of connective tissue, sensory nerve endings, 
lymphatic vessels, blood capillaries, and various appendages 
(sweat glands, sebaceous glands, and hair follicles). The 
deepest layer is the hypodermis, which is mostly subcutaneous 

tissue, such as adipose tissue, more connective tissue, and 
larger lymphatic and blood vessels. [4] 

The epidermis can be further subdivided into four additional 
layers called, from external to internal, the stratum corneum, 
stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum, and stratum basale. 
The stratum corneum is the outermost layer of the skin and 
acts as the primary barrier. [5] Therefore, the diffusion across 
the stratum corneum is the rate-limiting step surrounding 
effective transdermal permeation, and techniques to overcome 
this physical barrier have been widely studied in the field of 
transdermal products.

The skin functions as a homeostatic and inflammatory mediator 
in multiple ways discussed above, so it would make sense to 
have an ECS that exists within the dermal layers, and indeed 
it does! Studies have shown the expression of both G-protein 
coupled cannabinoid receptors (CB1 and CB2) and Transient 
Receptor Potential (TRP) ion channels in various cell types, 
including keratinocytes, melanocytes, sebocytes, sensory 
neurons, dermal immune cells, and cells in the hair follicle root 
sheath and bulge. [3] In these cell types, the ECS has been 
shown to regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis, 
as well as cytokine, endocannabinoid, and hormone expression. 
[6] Therefore, transdermal permeation of cannabinoids and 
subsequent regulation of the ECS in the epidermis and dermis is 
an interesting therapeutic target and one to continuously explore.

Physicochemical Properties and CPEs
The skin is a selective barrier; different molecular compounds 
diffuse through the epidermis at different rates, typically 
calculated as the amount of permeant per unit area, per unit 
time (µg cm-2h-1). The two main determinants that affect the 
diffusion rate are the permeant’s molecular mass (< 500 
Da) and the hydrophilicity (attraction to water) or octanol-
water coefficient (ideal log Poctanol-water of 1-3), but can also 

Transdermal Permeation:  
Is It Achievable?
Exploring transdermal principles and formulation techniques
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be influenced by the permeant’s solubility, melting point, 
hydrogen bond activity, and molecular volume. [5] In addition, 
charged molecules generally have minimal transdermal 
permeation, which includes any cannabinoids in charged 
states. Luckily, the skin has a pH of 4-6 [5] and optimal 
buffering capacity, to which both delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC) and cannabidiol (CBD), both having relatively high pKa 
values of ~10.6 [7] and ~9 [8], respectively, will exist in the 
protonated, or uncharged states within the skin layers.

The major challenge with highly prevalent cannabinoids, THC 
and CBD, is the octanol-water coefficients. Different algorithms 
based on molecular content and various studies have determined 
that THC and CBD have log Poctanol-water values of 5.8-6.3 and 
~6.9 [7-9], respectively, which means that these molecules 
are more hydrophobic than the ideal log Poctanol-water of 1-3 for 
effective permeants. To promote diffusion of cannabinoids 
through epidermal layers to blood capillaries within the dermis, 
transdermal formulations require specific ingredients that act as 
CPEs.

CPEs are commonly utilized in the pharmaceutical world to 
promote permeation of less-than-ideal drugs through dermal 
layers either by disrupting the lipid barrier imposed by the 
stratum corneum or acting as a carrier to facilitate uptake of the 
permeant. It is important to note that excessive disruption of the 
lipid barriers can cause skin irritation; therefore, careful analysis of 
CPE concentration must be considered in any formulation. There 
are several CPEs in published research [10], which can include 
water, sulphoxides (dimethyl sulfoxide, or DMSO) or similar, less 
toxic aprotic solvents, pyrrolidones, fatty acids, alcohols, glycols, 
surfactants, and even some natural essential oils and terpenes. 

So, is transdermal permeation achievable? With some research 
and due diligence, YES! Now it’s up to you as the formulator to 
choose your cannabinoids and CPE(s) for your next transdermal 
product. Always make sure to study the toxicity limits, dosing, 
and safety of any ingredient that you choose to formulate with.
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By Jim Carey, Ph.D.

During the last several years, extraction of the soluble 
components of Cannabis sativa has greatly matured. What 
was done on a very small scale several years ago is now being 
performed on the order of 1x106 lbs per month scale today. 
[1] The three main solvents used for extraction are ethanol, 
hydrocarbon, and supercritical carbon dioxide (CO2). 

With ethanol extraction, dried and ground plant material is 
exposed to ethanol at a controlled temperature. The main 
disadvantage of this process is that the expensive alcohol is 
lost in the plant material at the end of the run; even if methods 
are endeavored to recapture the ethanol, there will still be loss. 
Ethanol is “Generally Regarded as Safe” (GRAS), which is a 
key advantage.  

Hydrocarbon solvents have high extraction efficiencies and are 
inexpensive. The dried and ground plant material is exposed 
to the hydrocarbon, again at controlled temperatures, although 
some of these solvents, such as ethanol, can be used at room 
temperature. The key disadvantage of this approach is the 
flammability of the solvents, which in some cases are potentially 
explosive. Human exposure must also be safely managed. 
Solvents in this class have defined health risks with exposure. 

Supercritical CO2 is used in coffee and hops extraction and 
other beverage industries. It’s a proven process and can easily 
be applied to cannabis, but the pressure requirements and 
longer process duration tend to make this process one of the 
most expensive. The solvent is safe with little human exposure 
risk. A key disadvantage is this process extracts more waxes 
than the other processes, which may be undesirable (unless 
you’re making topical products where the waxes might be a 
value-added ingredient). There have been many key advances in 
the efficiency and size of the equipment used for extraction. As 

mentioned above, there are advantages and disadvantages of 
the three main methods of extraction, and the method chosen 
is dependent on budget, time, and the type of desired end 
product. Of these extraction techniques, only one is amenable 
using glass: alcohol extraction with ethanol (Fig. 1). The other 
extraction methods require high pressures of hydrocarbons or 
CO2 and are generally limited to using stainless steel. 

Cannabis Extraction  
Techniques Performed  
Using Glass
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Why Use Glass for Extraction?
Glass has useful advantages compared to stainless steel. 
Glass does not rust and can be incorporated into 
processes very easily that are related to food 
and medicine without worry of metal leaching. 
It is also optically clear, making it easier to judge 
reaction progress, and highly inert; thus, glass can 
be used for a wide variety of chemical reactions. It 
can also easily be cleaned with acids and bases. 

Plant material should not contain pesticides but 
experience has proven that the industry is still not 
completely compliant. Cleaning of equipment between 
process runs is vital to having a clean run or to avoid 
contaminating the next run. Most states are adopting 
stringent testing limits for pesticides that makes cleaning 
vital. When using stainless steel, you cannot use anything 
too corrosive to clean the vessels; taking apart stainless-
steel vessels is not straightforward and is time-consuming. 
Although glass is easily cleaned and can tolerate corrosive 
solvents, care needs to be taken since glass may break if not 
handled properly. 

Scientific glass, being generally hand blown, is often more 
expensive than comparable volumes of stainless steel 
vessels. Despite some of the disadvantages of using glass, 
cannabis businesses like the versatility of using glass for 
various applications in this fast-paced and changing field, 
where it seems advances are being made daily. 

According to Joseph Schutz of Helvetia R&D, “Even though 
glass can be more expensive in large scales, it is generally 
the first choice at smaller scales because the chemical glass 
industry has many off-the-shelf solutions which are always 
a great way to avoid the costs associated with custom made 
solutions.” [2]

The Versatility of Glass Reactors in the Cannabis Industry
Part of the interest in using glass over stainless steel was 
fueled when cannabidiol (CBD) prices fell dramatically in 
2018-2019 after the Farm Bill passed. To keep businesses 
flourishing, some cannabis producers started to focus on 
large-scale production of select minor cannabinoids, which 
have recently been suggested as excellent treatments of many 
ailments. [3] One method is the conversion of CBD or delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) into minor cannabinoids, such as 
delta-8-THC or delta-10-THC, and the catalytic conversion of 
CBD or THC to cannabinol (CBN). Glass reactors are perfectly 
suited for many of these reactions. 

According to Nick Harambasic of Anovia Group, 
“Cannabinoid conversion and/or pure synthesis 
will continue to gain importance as economic 

factors determine the most cost-effective means of 
producing certain cannabinoids. Additionally, some 
natural cannabinoids as well as cannabinoid isomers 
or analogues will be difficult or impossible to obtain 
commercially through the plant’s biological pathways.” [4]

Both the CBD-dominant hemp and THC-dominant 
cannabis industries will be researching processing 
methods and applications for the potentially hundreds of 
unique cannabinoid and related compounds for several 
decades. Again, many labs are incorporating glass 

reactors to produce these minor cannabinoids due to their 
versatility. Beyond cannabinoid chemistry, there are many 
other interesting compounds that can be harvested from 
cannabis that will be commercially and therapeutically relevant 
to pursue. Jacketed glass reactors, or jacketed glass filter 
reactors, are highly adaptable pieces of equipment. 

A lab can place their biomass inside a jacketed flask and 
cool to -20°C or lower to perform a cold extraction. Indeed, 
some labs prefer to simply perform the extraction at room 
temperature. If the flask is equipped with a filter at the bottom, 
then the biomass suspension can be easily filtered. This 
procedure may not be the most efficient way of accomplishing 
this goal, but it works well enough for smaller facilities and is 
easily employed to remove bottlenecks.

Indubitably, many producers use jacketed filter reactors 
to perform post-processing, such as re-crystallization, 
decarboxylating, re-solubilizations, and winterization, as 
well as mixing with other products like terpenes, solvent 
removal, and many others. Regarding solvent removal, the 
reactor (either a filter or non-filter reactor) can be fitted with 
a high-efficiency condenser and used instead of a rotary 
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evaporator or falling film 
evaporator. Again, this 
may not be the fastest, 
energetically favorable, 
or most efficient method 
of solvent removal, but 
is mentioned here to 
highlight the versatility of 
glass reactors. 

Another interesting use 
of jacketed reactors 
is for cooling ethanol. 
Many machines used for 
ethanol extraction require 
cold solvent. The reactor 
can be used to pre-cool 
ethanol, and then the 
ethanol can be easily transferred out using the bottom outlet. 
Many cannabis businesses have a reactor on standby to fill in 
for any bottlenecks that may occur during their daily routines or 
emergency scale-ups that may need to be performed.

Soxhlet Extraction of Cannabinoids and Essential Oils
Another extraction technique with growing acceptance is 
Soxhlet extraction, invented in 1879 by Franz von Soxhlet 
(Fig. 2). In standard laboratory chemical techniques, Soxhlet 
extraction is used when the desired compound to be extracted 
has limited solubility in a selected solvent and the impurities 
are insoluble in that solvent. [5] The operation of the Soxhlet 
is simple; it can be performed without monitoring while 
achieving impressive extraction efficiency. Since this technique 
sometimes requires long extraction times at elevated 
temperatures, it is often considered a brute force approach. 

Labs that use this technique are usually interested in 
terpenes/essential oils for healing and pain management. 
Soxhlet extraction, when performed properly, can extract full 
cannabinoid and terpene profiles, isolated in the same naturally 
occurring ratios. There is some evidence suggesting that these 
full-spectrum extracts are important for healing purposes. [6] 
Additionally, there is a growing culture of micro-brewed extracts, 
akin to what is seen in the beer industry. [7] Since the procedure 
is easy to perform, requires minimal space, capital investment, 
and training, more companies, small and large, are using this 
technique.

Ace Glass has been making scientific glassware in the USA 
since 1936. Our vessels have also found a place in the ethanol 
extraction of cannabinoids, short-path and steam distillations 
(Fig. 3), and many post-processing methods. Since glass can 

be made into a variety of shapes, sizes, and colors, it is likely 
that glass will continue to be used throughout the cannabis 
extraction space. 

Figure 3. Ace Glass Steam  
Distillation Apparatus
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In this installment of our advisory board interview series, we chatted 
with Blake Grauerholz, Director of Extraction at OutCo, a San Diego-
based company dedicated to providing beautifully crafted cannabis 
products. Blake’s story serves as inspiration for those who know they 
want to be involved in the industry but may not know where they 
best fit. His passion and diligence ultimately segued into an executive 
position where he can guide the craft.

EM: How did you first get started in the cannabis industry? What 
were you doing prior?

Blake: I moved to California in 2011 with the dream of pursuing 
cannabis as a career path. During this time, I was growing and 
extracting as a hobby, providing high quality, organic cannabis 
and extracts for a small group of patients. I was employed as a 
graphic designer building web pages and designing apparel for 
clients but was always looking for entries into the professional 
side of cannabis. This proved to be a challenge as I was finding 
limited options in the semi-legal prop-215 market. I came across 
a seemingly professionally run mobile dispensary listing on 
Craigslist. The position was for a cannabis delivery driver much 
like Postmates. I decided to take a dramatic pay reduction in 
order to get my foot in the industry’s door. This job promoted me 
through various management positions, eventually cultivation, 
then extraction, which led me to the position I hold now. I quite 
literally started at the bottom and methodically worked my way 
up to a director level position by showcasing my passion for and 
knowledge of cannabis.

EM: How have you seen the industry grow during your time in it? 
What have been the most important, compelling moments in your 
cannabis career?

Blake: Having been involved in all stages of the cannabis market 
timeline, from prohibition to Prop 64, the most prominent growth 
I’ve seen has been the integration of the scientific community within 
cannabis. We are now in this early phase of grassroots meets 
science. It has been interesting and frustrating trying to merge the 
two, between the much needed but lacking science and the already 
proven cannabis cultivation and manufacturing practices. 

Black market refugees and scholars stand to learn from one 
another in driving this plant to the front lines of modern medicine. 
But this has been challenging for some and a steep learning curve 

for many. Even though I have been more of a hands-on, self-
taught pioneer in the industry, my greatest achievements came 
after working alongside my former colleague and friend Markus 
Roggen, Ph.D. Doctor Roggen came from the opposite end of 
the spectrum, having never consumed or worked with cannabis 
before. While I lack a degree in science and have no formal lab 
training, we both saw the value in bridging the gap between 
our skill sets and knowledge base. We worked to learn from 
one another’s expertise to drive and optimize the methods 
used for obtaining products from cannabis extraction. I formed 
a stout knowledge base about supercritical fluid extraction, 
experimentation, and optimization from Markus while I helped 
educate him on the importance of extract composition, products, 
culture, and quality. Through this, I learned that collaborations 
between the two worlds are immensely important in improving 
and maturing the cannabis industry.

EM: What’s the most amazing thing you’ve learned about 
cannabis? 

Blake: The importance of terpenes and all the minor 
cannabinoids that we are just now beginning to study. THC 
(tetrahydrocannabinol) and CBD (cannabidiol) are not all that 
matters!

EM: You have a serious interest in making hash. What’s different 
about this product for you versus other cannabis products? How 
do you see hash as still being relevant when vaping has become 
so popular?

Blake: In my opinion, non-solvent hash is the best way to capture 
and showcase the delicate and aromatic nuances the plant 
produces. As it’s not processed with any chemicals, many agree 
that hash makes for the most wholesome and unadulterated 
concentrate that’s perfect for inhalation or infusions. While hash 
is one of the oldest separation methods in existence for isolating 
and concentrating cannabis oil, I see it as an important mainstay in 
the recreational and medical markets. As consumers increasingly 
become familiar with cannabis products and their health, more 
people will seek out hash much like you see consumers moving 
away from processed foods in favor of organic produce. 

Similarly, in the craft beer industry, there is a booming market 
for people who are tired of cheap domestic offerings and want 
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to experience different terpenes, flavors, and hop varieties. 
I think we’re already seeing this within cannabis vaping. I’ve 
always been an advocate of broad- or full-spectrum cannabis 
products, as opposed to single molecule products like distillate, 
in vaping and other goods. Consumers are beginning to 
understand and embrace the ensemble effect that comes from 
broad- or full-spectrum cannabis products, and the resulting 
organoleptic and medicinal attributes. With hash, manufacturers 
are designing methods to offer products like solventless 
vaporizer cartridges, infused topicals, and consumable 
products. So solventless hash is very much still relevant and 
portable when it comes to product offerings and convenience. 
I wholeheartedly believe hash and rosin will have more market 
share as issues like scaling and extraction efficiency improve for 
manufacturers.

EM: As a product designer, what are the three most important 
things you strive for when you’re at the blueprinting stage?

Blake: Identity: In an oversaturated market, what’s your 
company’s mission as a brand and how do you tell that story to 
consumers?
Aesthetics: Is the packaging original, eye-catching, and is it easy 
to read with understandable information on the package?
Quality: This should speak for itself but there are a lot of 
poorly made products on dispensary shelves, especially in 
emerging states. Start with quality cannabis material and R&D 
and deliver optimized end products that have efficacy for their 
intended purpose. Just because you can sell $80/mL distillate 
cartridges infused with botanical terpenes doesn’t mean that 
you should. Consumers will learn and desire more from you, so 
start now and don’t follow market trends. Innovate and employ 
experienced professionals to manufacture your product line from 
states that have paved the way for cannabis legalization. 

EM: Regarding the EVALI concerns of 2019, what’s your take on 
vaping cannabis? What should consumers be cognizant of, avoid, 
target, etc.?

Blake: Cannabis vaping can be done safely but it rests on 
manufacturers and consumers in order to do so. Cannabis oils 
are corrosive and can lead to heavy metal leaching from vape 
devices. Hardware manufacturers need to work with cannabis 
brands to ensure their hardware is compatible with cannabis oil. 
Unfortunately, many products are made overseas without access 
to cannabis oil to test the interactions between hardware and oil. 
Until better hardware becomes mainstream, what can cannabis 
extract manufacturers do to protect their brand’s integrity and the 
safety of consumers? What’s complicated about this is the shelf 
life of vape cartridges once filled. Manufacturers need to assume 
responsibility in testing hardware compatibility by performing 
extended shelf life studies of vapes before going to market. Once 
filled, a vape cartridge may pass initial compliance testing early in 
its life span, but the vape hardware can slowly begin to degrade 

and leach contaminants into products to above failure limits as 
the oil-filled device sits longer. 

Consumers need to shop at legitimate licensed cannabis retailers, 
period. This is the only way to ensure the products you’re 
receiving are subjected to rigorous, state-mandated, third party 
lab testing. Most, if not all, of last year’s vaping crisis resulted 
from illegal, non-compliant products circulating in the black 
market. These illegal products do not adhere to mandatory lab 
testing and therefore can be laden with pesticides, cutting agents, 
and other hazardous contents. Some newly legal states do not yet 
have these regulations in place and so it’s best to avoid products 
like these all together or only make purchases from companies 
you have researched and trust. But without lab testing, it’s a 
gamble and best avoided.

EM: If you could tell someone just one thing about cannabis, what 
might that be?

Blake: Cannabis is in its infancy but, as time goes on, we will 
come to globally embrace and understand what an important and 
sacred plant it truly is. Everyone can benefit from its immense 
therapeutic and medicinal properties.

EM: You’re omnipotent. What’s the one thing you’d change about 
the cannabis industry?

Blake: The change I wish to see would be what we will accomplish 
years from now. I would love to time travel or fast forward to 10 
or 20 years from today so we can have a deeper understanding 
of the plant and the hundreds of minor cannabinoids. As laws 
loosen and research is granted, we are discovering new and 
exciting properties that make this plant one of, if not the most 
important, drug to ever be researched. I would like to jump 
ahead to the future to see a true line drawn between medical and 
recreational so the responsibility of patient care falls on nurses 
and doctors, not budtenders at dispensaries. There’s nothing 
wrong with enjoying your medicine and I believe cannabis has 
applications both for leisure and medical treatments, but, as a 
society, we’re stuck in this awkward limbo between prohibition 
and legality. Ultimately, humanity is misinformed and suffering to 
varying degrees because of this. I believe future generations will 
be perplexed by our prohibition and demonization of this plant as 
we come to learn and understand its immense value to our health 
and wellbeing. 

EM: Your playlist: one album, one book, one food, one beverage, 
and one cannabis product (style) - what would you choose?

Blake: Album: The Essentials, Lynyrd Skynyrd
Book: Watership Down by Richard Adams
Food: Sushi 
Beverage: Green Tea
Cannabis product: Full-melt water hash
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